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Edward Kennedy Is Undecided
On Resigning From Senate

Two young men walk into the
office and ask to see the machinery that is used to publish
the Ledger and Times each day.
Mike McDonald and David Benton, both sharp young fellows,
wanted to see the various processes used in printing of a
modern daily nevispaper.
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U your telephone number
begins with 753 and your telephone dial tone sounds
to you beginning Wednesday, don't think you're hearing things. It will be different
— a lower pitched tone.
The dial tone is the continuous signal that indicates when
the equipment is ready for
Mike won a contest recently
diali n g.
put on by the Tinker Toy folks,
R. K. Carpenter, South Cenwhich showed his ingenuity imRev .Bill Sullivan
agination, and initiative.
tral Bell manager, said the
Lexington, Ky. July 23 —
change in the pitch of the tope
Six regional meetinal
Coll
. for high
By FREDERICK H. TREESH
Anyway we showed them thrwill affect only those customschool members of
e SouthUPI Senior Editor
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ough and you could see they
ers in the Murray area, who I
ern Association of
eges and
Km purpose of this old tool owned by Raymond BrIttain of
were taking it all in. Young
have telephone numbers beHYANNIS PORT, Mass. (UPI)
The Sinking Springs Baptist Schools and other schools inMurray Route Two. He found the contraption when he
people with sharp minds will
ginning with 753. He said the
— Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
terested
upgrading
in
their
bought his home west of Almo. but no one has ever been
lead the world tomorrow.
change is part of a project to Church will hold its revival programs will be held in Sepsaid he must decide whether
able to tell him what it was designed to do. The tool is 234
provide Touch-Tone telephone meeting starting Monday, Jul), tember.
"the innuendo, the whispers...
Mr. John McCuiston of Puryear
Inches long and the angle iron at the bottom Is six Inches
service which features push 28, and continuing through
and my admission of guilt" in a
The regional meeting for the
Route Two sends in a monster
*cross. That Is a ratchet like device lust above the lower
fatal auto accident will bring
buttons rather than rotary Sunday, August 3.
Western
part
the
of
will
state
Rev. Bill Sullivan, pastor of
tomato. This jewel weighed in
dials.
his immediate political career
end. A tension spring Is located between the two handles
the First Baptist Church, Ben- be held in Murray, September
at nearly one and one-half
to an end.
and the contrivance on top also has a spring under it. If
3,
with
Schultz,
Fred
Supt.
of
Approximately
ton,
will
be
August 30,
the evaneglist for
pounds. Mr. McCuiston planted
you have some Idea as to what this tool was used for contact
In a statement on a nationTouch-Tone service will be a- the services each day at two the Murray Public Schools, who
.nine plants along a fence and
Mr. BrIttaln or the Ledger and Timm.
wide television hookup Friday
is a member of the Kentucky
vailable in Murray, on an opt- p.m. and at eight p.m.
they are furnishing him with-I
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
night, the 37-year-old Demoional basis and at an extra
The music for the revival will Committee of the Southern Asall the tomatoes he wants
crat admitted his leaving .the
Sen. Edward Kennedy
monthly charge of $1.50 on re-- be directed by Roger Beaman sociation, in charge.
We'll just take this big one
scene of the accident that took
Dr. Morris Cierley, Universidential lines and $2.00 on bus- of Orlando, Fla.
home and stick it in the rethe life of Miss Mary Jo Kopesity. of Kentucky, Executive
iness lines, to one and two parThe
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and
pastor, Rev.
frigerator.
chne, 28, was "indefensible."
ty-line subscribers who have Terry Sills, invite the public Secretary of the Kentucky
But he grimly emphasized
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the
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The Tennessee Valley Farm
"There is no truth, no truth
plans at a meeting of the Kenwith 753-.
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whatever to the widely circutucky Committee held in Lou- "The
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Wilkinson suffered a broken of the
and probably pulled for MurKentucky Committee picnic. They will go later to them, and my admission of
Touch-Tone service not only hip and ribs,
were from the U. S. 9th Infan- nist gunners shelled 12 Allied
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plus other injur- would
join
with representatives the parsonage to discuss the guilt this morning raise the
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easier to dial num- ies in an accident on his place
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on that day, but further surmy seat in the United States
Their departure brought to grenade tossed into his station
are loaded.
ger on the hip was needed, ac- and make plans for the fall Wilson, 1002 Olive Street.
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6,000 the number of American house in Saigon's Chinese seccord.ng to members of the conference of the Southern AsMust Make Decision
sociation.
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The U S. Command said an
on South Sixth Street playing ident Nixon's plan to remove
Reports are that an old house
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
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As we drove by he frantically of August.
ple of Massachusetts, to think
In the biggest ground action Communist ground fire 18 miles Bluegrass State in the Miss new house. A portion of the
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to Miss Kentucky pageant comes ed back for a storage shed. It
side.
"I seek your advice and opsafety. It was the 375th U. S.
Dan Hutson of Hutson chem- Route One at Cokkwater has rewas while" this was being movto a close.
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in making it. I seek your
ical Co., Murray, Ky., was one! ported the theft of some tools
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night at the hospital. He's doing the First United MethMist
were honored in preliminary on the portion left fell hitting
Kennedy, who comes up for
U. S. B-52s dropped 550 tons
cutives from the U. S. and Can- ' Police Department.
Church will be open tonight
some better.
competition.
Teouline
Tins Mr. Wilkinson.
re-election
next year, pleaded
'of
bombs Friday night and tofrom eight to eleven o'clock
The injured man entered the anda who recently took part
Showalter, representing LouisBaker told the police the guilty in Dukes County District
-caw on new
for all youth 13-19 years of day on Communist troop con- ville, won the award in the ta- Paducah hospital on Sunday. in a two-day cam
theft occurred sometime be- Court at Edgartown to. leaving
age. Chaperons will be Dr. and centrations, base camps, bunk. lent division, and Louisa Ann July 20. He is in Room 213 fertilizer production and mark- tween
late Thursday night un- the scene of a fatal accident.
eting
technology.
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and
Flook, representing Richmond, for those who would like to
eight
til
o'clock Friday morn- He received a suspended two.
(Continued on Page Eight;
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Irvin.
The sessions, held in Skokie ing.
won honors in the swim suit send him cards or letters.
month jail sentence and was
and Libertyville, Illinois, were
division.
placed on probation for one
conducted for officials of in- The list reported stolen was year.
The 20-year-old Miss Showdependent fertilizer companies as follows: Electric welder, Linalter dazzled the judges and a
In his television talk, Kenwhich produce and market pre- coln Brand, 180 amps impact, nedy confessed
hometown audience at the
his quandary at
mium crop management systems electric wrench 3i-lisch drive the time of the
Brown Theater here with a
mishap was
United Tress InterastIonal
and
3/8
inch
dr*er
under
sockets,
Super
trade
the
Q
name.
rousing vocal rendition of
caused, at least in part, by wonletters,
JWB,
them,
on
and
a
"During
a
the
meeting, parti"Talk to the Animals."
dering "whether some awful
Five young men from the
The brown-haired, hazel-eyed
cipants examined new methods tack and dwell meter, accurate curse actually did hang over
Partly
cloudy
through
today
First United Methodist Church
Miss Louisville, who listed her Sunday. High today 86 to 94. of providing the specialized pro- brand.
the Kennedys."
will receive their "God and
Baker said someone twisted
The senator, did not report
Ian welcome home to U.S. soil main interest as modeling, is a Low tonight 64 to 74. Chance ducts and services that today's the lock off the door of his
By BRUCE A. COOK
Country" Scout awards at the
junior sociology major at West- of afternoon showers Sunday.
ABOARD USS HORNET (UPI) today.
10:50 morning service of the
(Continued on Page Eight) garage to gain entry.
The last time Neil A. Arm- ern Kentucky University.
— The men who opened the
church on Sunday.
Flook,
Miss
whose
measureMajor (Ret.) Robert Waters moon to mankind, rested and strong, Michael Collins and Edwill present the Scouts to Dr. in good health after eight days win E. "Buzz" Aldrin walked ments are 35-23-35, won the
nod of the judges in a oneSamuel R. Dodson, Jr., who in space and two days at sea, the soil of their own country
- -la present the awards.
steamed toward a royal lima'. was July 16, just before their piece, turquoise swimsuit.
The Richmond miss, 5-feet, 7
blastoff toward the moon from
The boys are Ricky Lowe,
and 118 pounds, is a historyCape
Kennedy.
The
soil
last
Mr.
of
and Mrs. Robert
son
Armstrong and Aldrin trod was sociology major at Faustern
Lowe; Robert and David Waters,
Kentucky University.
that of the moon.
sons of Major (Bet.) and Mrs.
On Thursday night, prelimiThe closest they were to
Robert Waters; Charles Husnary
swimsuit honors went to
come
to
American
soil
today
sung, son of Dr. and Mrs. Kate
was about three feet, the dis- Judy Anny Cave, representing
Humung; and Larry Robinson,
Murray State University's tance to the ground from the Hardin County, while talent
son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Rob16th annual Conservation Work- bed of an aircraft loader wait- honors were bestowed on Susan
inson.
Chaffin, representing
To achieve this award a Boy shop, offering a three-bour ing to carry the astronauts in Marie
Scout must have attained the course entitled Education 521, their mobile quarantine van Western Kentucky University.
In addition to the swimsuit
rank of First Class and spend Techniques in Teaching Con- from Pearl Harbor to Hickam
approximately one year in a servation, will be held Aug. 11 Air Force Base for the long and talent honors, one lucky
girl will be named winner of
flight to Houston.
demanding program under the 27.
the evening gown division durTo meet in Room 104 of the
Plan Welcome
supervision of a minister.
An elaborate, half-hour wel- ing tonight's finals.
During this period, the Scout business education
building
The five judges also are givfrom
8
to
must engage in certain assign11 a. m. six days a coming ceremony — expected
ed service projects related to week, the workshoe will Include to draw 50,000 persons who cn a chance to interview each
the church. He has to learn
would hear the astronauts and of the contestants individually.
(Continued on Page Eight)
certain basic Biblical informssee their silvery isoletion van, Pageant officials indicated the
tioe; write a statement of the
but not see the men themselves Interviews and the talent divi—was planned at Pearl Harbor sions are the two most imporprincipal beliefs of his church;
give evidence through regular
-after the van was removed from tant areas of competition.
The winner gets a $1,500
this prime recovery ship.
attendance of the support of
his local church; familiarise
Aboard the Horhet Friday the scholarship in addition to a
trip to Atlantic City for the
himself with the world-wide
Fourteen persons were cited (Continued on Page Eight)
Miss America event.
mission of his church and its by the
Murray Police DepartMistress of ceremonies for
ecumenioal endeavor; discover ment
in the past twenty-four
this year's pageant is Jane
what his church Is doing to
hours, according to the citatAnrig Jayroe, Miss America et
relate its mission to the local
ion reports.
1967. Miss Jayroe is being ascommunity.
They were four for speeding,
sisted by Janet Sue Hatfield,
one for reckless driving, one
Fifty-six bottles of cold drinks the current Miss Kentucky, who
for improper registration, one and three dollars in cash were will crown her successor
The "Good News" Choir of the First Baptist Church of
toThe Clesaian young person Is also speaking out, aim the
for reckless driving and unne- reported stolen from Trotters night.
Paris, Tennessee will present a specially arranged program
program, "I Looked For Love" reflects their conviction of
cessary noise, two for driving Gulf Service on Souh 12th
of contemporary church music at the First Baptist Church
continuity and purpose In life It la through this music and
while intoxicated, one for pos- Street, according to the report
of Murray Tuesday evening, July 29, at 11:00 p.m.
their
own personal testimonies that they hope to present
Rev. George Carter .1.(Mint- session of alcohol, two for pos- made to the Murray Police Dethe positive alternatives to rebellion and unrest," coMinuod
on who has served as pastor of session of alcohol and drinking partment on Friday at
Their program Is
7:40 a-JA the style et- 016_5110oti n Polk
Godfrey.
Matisedist Churches in Westafre beer in - public, one- for no city m.
-Muskat that is so Oeitllt er-cornr.-"I Looked For Love" has that "pop" flavor that speaks
by
United
Press
Kentucky and Western Tennee auto sticker, and one for drivInternationsi
The report said twenty Pepsi
"Young people everywhere are looking for a way to
to youth. The songs sing themselves in an expression that
The Republic/ of the Philipdied Thursday at 11:15 p ing while intoxicated, fleeing colas, sixteen Coca-Colas,
express themselves," says Blak• Godfrey, director of the
and pines comprises
uniquely belong to young people and the "young at heart",
an archipela- group
police officer, and driving on twenty Seven-ups were
"Campus unrest, rebellion in th• streets, the "hippies"
missing go of 7.100 islands.
Godfrey said.
a revoked license
along with the cash.
movement are all evidences of youth having its "say"
The public Is invited to attend.
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Martha's Vineyard Grapes of Wrath

Down the

arden Path
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BOAT CAPSIZES
CAIRO UPI - A ferry boat
capsized in the Nile River 350
miles south of Cairo Firday night
ad 41 persons were feared drowned, Egyptian newspapers said
today. Frogmen were flown from
Cairo to search for bodies,

KENNEDY SCENES--Here are scenes and people involved in
the investigation of Sen. Edward Kennedy's tragic accident
in which Mary Jo Kopechne, former worker in the presidential campaign of his late brother, Sen. Robert Kennedy.
was drowned near Edgartown. Mass., on Martha's Vineyard

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

NATIONAL FtKPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WTIMER00., IBM
Madison Ave., MeMphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg- New York. N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

By Mrs W. P. WiLLLAMS

Lycoris, those magic lilies although they may contain the
that spring up suddenly with same plants. For instance I have
bare stalks of blossoms, will had hibuscus for years, but never
LitiCs
IS
soon be arriving. The best time had a blossom such as I cut this
DIRECnON.
week
34,
per
Murray,
per
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in
to plant them is in the fall, and week. It is a new hybrid and the
Month $1.3.2. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
HUSBAND ASKS SHARE -AcZones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscriptions $11.00. now is the time to put in your luscious pink bloom with an
order. We all have had the almost red center, measured nine
tress Carroll Baker, 38, is
"The Outstanding Civic meet at a Coommunity is the
pinkish lavender variety, and the and one half inches across. There
interviewed at a session of
Integrity of its Nawagspee
bright orange-red but have you is also a red hybrid, but they are
the divorce suit brought by
tried the lovely yellow ones, not so large.
husband Jack Garfein, 39, in
The warm greeting of
For a bright spot of color in a
almost gold in shade? They are
Los Angeles, where he seeks
SATURDAY — JULY 26, 1969
your Welcome Wagon
unusually pretty, but often have flower bed or as a specimen
a share of her $300.000-ahostess with "The Most
shorter sterns and do not seem plant, they are marvelous.
picture film earnings, claimFamous Basket in the
Have you pinched the tops
to be quite as hardy as the
ing he was instrumental in
World" will introduce'
others.
out of your coleus yet? They are
making her a star. He also
you
to our community
This is another plant that can becoming leggy and remember,
seeks custody of their two
be grown with little trouble and the tops can be easily rooted to
and start you on the
children, Blanche, 12, and
way toward new and
Herschel, 11, on grounds
Thanks be to God for his waspeakable gift. -II Corinthians 9:15. Just ordinary soil. It is good to set out in an empty space.
well
It is a good idea to check
lasting friendships.
they should be educated in
The generosity of God includes our daily bread, the forgiveness give them a top dressing of
rotted fertilizer occasionally, them for mealy bugs also. They
the U.S. instead of in Rome,
of sins and an eternal hope.
If you are new in town,
plenty of sunshine and water to can be destroyed when they first
where she lives.
with
get best results, but they are start,
by
spraying
remarkably free from disease malathion, but if they get
and pests and will highly reward thorougty infested, there is
you for the space they take up. nothing to do but throw the
Some types seem to bloom plant away. These hot humid
A Concise History of
bi-ennially, so plant plenty of days seem to hasten their
the Kentucky
them and enjoy them.
propagation, so check there well.
Phone
Another bulb that can be a
Department of Highways joy this fall is the colchicum, or
Phone 753-2378
fall blooming crocus. They can
NEW YORK UPI - If everybe planted within the next week
thing goes well with the moon
Diagrammed scene of auto's fatal plunge over bridge.
or so and once put in the
landing, there is some hope that
Produced By
ground, can be forgotten as they
this feat can help rally the stock
Office of Public Affairs
will grow and multiply each
market, Walston & Co.,Inc. said.
Garnett Luton to John Wallace
,year. Blooms come in September
The firm also said the current
Kentucky Department
•
Wallace;
property
on
and
Ruby
and October and are in every
for tax reform "means
drive
t.Ti.:
Q.11...t. '
of Highways
color except yellow, mostly Highway 121.
simply that a lot oT inVestorS
Hew Ranley Cooper and Nancy
blues and purples with white and
get
to
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
going
are
and
businesses
G. Cooper to Gene E. Hendon
striped ones.
stuck for higher taxes." All eyes
If you order them rightaway, and Nancy C. Hendon; two lots
'are on the tax bill and tax "reSubdivision.
in
Kingswood
you should have time to have
forms," and the battle to ex- Wt**/§#40"'NK91*14144-awq9ong
R. B. Patterson and Rose K.
fall blooms and while you are
tend the surcharge is the biggest
turn=
Kentucky's
first
keeper
of
Originally, Kentucky was a
I)irect from
about it why not order a couple Patterson to Warren Keys Patthassle hurting the stock market
second
turnthe
In
1810
acres
in
Calloway
pace.
erson;
99.6
reser\
ed scat
district of Virginia. Because of
of hundred of the spring
off
moon
blast
but maybe the
state, blooming variety to bring a glow County.
engagement!
help:Walston
said.
the great distance and poor pike, authorized by the
will
Alonzo "Loa" Outland and LelTriplett's to early spring.
roads, communication with the was from the mouth of
ia Horton Outland to Charles D.
few
more
could
have
a
If
we
the
River
to
Since severe technical damage
seat of state government was Creek on Licking
Outland and Mary Elinor Outland;
plants
showers,
all
summer
already been done throughhas
Sandy.
Big
of
the
rather difficult. This situation, mouth
should get a fresh start and put two acres on Highway 121.
out the list, as it is likely that
the
first
of
1817
Leeman
E.
Thrower
and
EtheFebruary
In
coupled with a strong desire on
on a new supply of blossoms. So
whenever the market does evenlyn Virginia Thrower of Dexter,
the part of the people of the Turnpike Companies were incor- get out your camera and plan Mo., to Robert C. Raspberry and
tually find solid support, it will
undergo a period of erratic swinterritory to have their own form porated for the purpose of some pictures of your garden. Ruth L. Raspberry ; lot in Pine
on, you
gadget
that
snaps
With
a
These
roads."
"artificial
before investors' confidence
gs
forming
of government, led to Kentucky
Bluff Shores Subdivision.
can take close shots of a single
can be restored. TPO Inc. said. ECHNICOLOR* PANAVISION'
This is the cottage where late-night party was held.
Gerald L. Carter and Mary
becoming an independent state were roads with a .covering of prize bloom or flowering shrub.
Until market stability indicates rorn WARNER BROS -SEVEN ARTS VW
stone or other material. They It is interesting to compare, year Ann Carter to Ercel L. Carter
in its own right.
a
possible bottom, investors and
and Irene Carter; five lots in
Most of the earlier laws of ran from Lexington to Louisville by year, the appearance of your McClure Sulxiivision.
traders are advised to step cauFeatures at 2:00 & 8:00
tiously, the firm added.
the new state were either via Frankfort, and from Lexing- yard and often by looking at a
J. V. Rogers to Joe H. Miller
you can see where a and Velma
picture
Washington.
to,Maysville
via
ton
Miller; correction of
adopted in whole or adapted to
change of a particular plant
For the majority of stocks
Adults $2.00 - Children $1.00
meet the needs of the young and Millersburg and Paris. In less would be beneficial or improve title to forty acres in Calloway
been
now
lows
have
year,
this
County.
growing territory. This was true than a year these plans were the view. A flowering shrub
seen, according to Winslow,Cohu
Joe H. Miller and Velma Millof the laws affecting the repealed and three new charters makes a wonderful background er to J. V. Rogers and Irene
& Stetson. As of the moment,
however, no one appears willing
development of the "waggon of lesser lengths were granted to for a family snapshot. So make Rogers; correction of title to
your camera as much a part of
to look farther ahead than the
forty acres in Calloway County.
roads" and "turnpikes" that cover the same routes.
YOU'LL LOVE HERBIE
end of his nose, the firm said,
Charters were also granted your garden equipment as your
Hubert Bazzeel and Clara Bathe incredible little car!
were to be built, connecting the
hoe.
zzell to Bobby D. Bazzell and
various communities or towns for "artificial roads" from LouisHave you decided what new Peggy Bazzell; twenty acres in
It seems probable that the
and
PortShippingport
to
ville
are
going
to
put
in
the
plant
you
all
over
springing
up
intermediate downtrend from the
that were
WALT
Calloway County.
land, Lexington to Georgetown, yard this fail? Maybe a shrub or
May recovery high has not much
the territory of the new state.
Herman Lovins and John LovDISNEY
vine or a few new bulbs, just ins to William R. Britt= and
more to go, and it is at least
During a period from Georgetown to Frankfort and in
anything that you have never Flora M. Brittian; 6.4 acres in
possible that it has been comCincinnati.
Georgetown
to
1819
1793-1802 several "commishad before. Someone has asked, Calloway County.
pleted, Wolfe & Co. said. WheIn 1827 General Thomas
sioners" were appointed to raise
"What is a Garden? A Garden is
ther its final low will also mark
William
A.
Warren
to
Edward
Governor), a an experiment." That is true
the terminus of a 1968-69 major
money and to establish criteria Metcalfe (later
persuaded even with the tried and true M. Skinner and Joan S. Skinner
of
Congress,
member
downtrend remains to be seen,
for building new roads and imof Columbia, Term.; lot in SherTEDINICOLOW
order plants, but even more so when wood Forest Subdivision,
but it cannot be ruled out, the
proving the existing trails that the Secretary of War to
firm
added.
we attempt something we have
Thomas Roberts, Arneta Robtraversed the state. It soon be- the survey of a great mail route never tried before. I suppose
erts, John D. Stamps, and FranEsther Newberg was one of those attending the party, and
came evident that building from Zanesville, Ohio to Nash- that is what makes it all so
ces D. Stamps to Victor F. Copp
Joseph F. Gargiin, a Kennedy cousin, rented the cottage.
better roads reqoired large sums ville, Tennessee, through Mays- fascintting-even when there is awl, Lillian E. Copp of Summit,
of money and a more adequate ville and Ectington. The survey-failure:No tiro gardens arialike Ill.; lot in Conrad Heights Subdivision.
method of securing funds must was made and the road was
SUFFER MALNUTRITION
Herman Tidwell and Eunice
DANIELSON
TESTIFIES
be worked out. It seemed to recommended to the Congress.
FILES SUIT
Tidwell to John P. McGee and
The
plan
was
defeated
by the
make sense that the users of the
Marcene McGee; property in
— ,
roads should pay for them. This vote of John Rowan of KenWASHINGTON UPI - N. R. Calloway County.
JAKARTA UPI - Some 1,722
AUGUSTA, Ga. UPI - Mrs. Indonesians in Jogjakarta tri Cenhas been the philosophy to this tucky, however, in the next ses• Danielson, president of the IntVelma Warren Brown has filec tral Java are suffering from malsion the bill was passed. General ernational Economic Policy Asday.
suit in Supreme Court to end nutrition, reports reaching Jaksociation,
testified
Friday
that
So it was that on March 1, Andrew Jackson was president
SOVIET VESSELS ANCHOR
her 16-year marriage to Negro arta said today. The reports
failure and inadequacy of the
1797, Joseph Crockett was ap- and vetoed this bill. If the bill Alliance for Progress
soul singer James Brown,
said those who suffer from lack
cannot be
WE WILL BE OPEN from
WASHINGTON UPI - EightSovpointed to erect the first turn- had passed, it would have consti blamed on nonperformance by
of food are in an area of Jognaval
vessels
were
iet
Mrs.
Brown
refused
to
commreported
8 till 11 and 1 till 5
jakarta, which is one of the
pike in Kentucky. Mr. Crockett tuted the first Federal bill foi the United States. Danielson told
Friday anchored 75 to 80 miles ent Friday but confirmed the suit, poorest in Central Java and must
the
House
Foreign
Affairs
Coland
,on
the
Highways.
was to purchase
mmittee that "with honorable west of Key West, Fla. They which stated both parties desired depend on food supplies from
By November of 1837 incor
Crab Orchard to Cumberland
exceptions" Latin American co- are due in Havana Sunday to take a divorce. They have been sepa- outside.
Gap road and establish a turn- porated road companies had untries have not enacted the ag- part in the celebration noting rated since 1964. Brown, a native
pike. The land purchase was not finished 343 miles of macadarr rarian and tax reform they were the rise to power of Fidel Cas- of Augusta, signed a settlement
roads (finished with snail stones supposed to. The committee Is tro. Never before have Soviet for alimony, child support and
to exceed two acres.
holding hearings on the proposed warships been so close to Amer. a lump sum of $4,000.
This turnpike (toll gate) was and gravel) and 237 miles more
foreign aid budget for this fiscal lean shores.
to be "farmed out" to the were under contract. An addi- year.
highest bidder. The successful tional 30 miles had been built
.
,
#.•
biddei was to have the right to out of Louisville toward Bards--,....,-----....,-../"."------,--..,:-/S...---.., •••••,..,__..,
../....\,....v
Shelbyville.
town
and
make and collect the following
There were only two shutIn 1836 the General Assem- outs in the American Football .„./. ---%-\:-.............",.,:"......, 1\
,....,...„....„,,..'
charges:
1--.......„-.
--„,„.„................
(1) Every person, except bly created the "Board of Inter- League in 1968 - Houston over
rc.w„.....\_,.-„.
tf."\.4...."..-.../.."7\ri\•J,---,1\./\--,„,....------j.
Boston and Oakland over Cin- "N...women and children nal Improvement." This body cinnati.
......
----,
under 10 years-712/
•-..........0.,-X....",
1
2 was composed of a president and
--..A"`""k.
„7
.
\----,
,
three members appointed by the
cents.
...;:ft._,,,
:N.....:_.N.T.....:---"-:::.
The richest Belmont Futurity
governor. They were charged
(2) Every horse,
..„......y.:21:„..;:::::
was that of 1929 when e-...---7\,:j^-`-•-•----/-*--....-,,..-_,/-with investigating Turnpike Wichone's victory at the New
mule-9 cents
• \\\T-(3) Two wheel carriage- 36 Companies that applied to the York track was worth 8105,730.
f---..,.
state for investment. Their engicents
....-(4) Four wheel carriage - neers examined roads in which ever-grolving Mileage of roads in
- ,--.
the state had financial interest Kentucky.
11.00
i
'.1'1/r.L"
• .1
"\-•.**",'"?,''',,,,
.
- .*-N.,.7
-- I \r" \
recvmmendations
to
made
and
(5) Every head of meat cat(
\
---.':N,„_e• \
The beginning of the long 4""-•••%>.,,,-.0"‘,,_/--•-,..JC4P\ .,..."-N,..;."-`..\._:".,,
'
tle going to the East-4 the governor and General Assem- period of relative, inactivity, as
:-C7
...'7'''''
bly. This was the start of a far as state and Federal interest
1/6 cents
..-s-,...
The surplus tolls, after Highway Department. Actually, was concerned, came with the
paying for repairing the road, the principal work done Was in expansion of the canal and rails./
.
were to belong to the keeper of connection with operation and road systems.jhe Baltimore and
repair of locks and keeping river Ohio Railroad was the first. Its
the turnpike.
channels
open.
The word "t ur ike" origi•
Charter was granted by Mary_From
1/135 ta;_111611_./nany tantritt 1827.-TwenTy-siX
telly Meant toll gate±uiie—
yea-ft
BRACKETS MARK the seismograph recording at the Spade
generafly means the road itself Turnpike Companies were Wel ..its tracks reached the Ohio
Center in Houston, Tex . received from 4he Seismometer on
on which a toll gate is located. formed and chartered, yet no River while interest in state road
the Moon which indicates a moortquake or impact of a big
plan or system governed the building continued to lag.
lot I. Robert Craig was the
meteoroid. The seismometer was left by the Apollo 11 crew.
successful bidder and the first
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tranamiasicet
Second Class Matter

Wall Street
Chatter

Linda Adams

Land
Transfers

Coming Wed. *

Dale & Stubblefield
WILL OPEN THIS SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription and
Sunday Needs

GOSPEL MEETING
Union Grove
CHURCH OF CHRIST
SPEAKER
Lexie Ray

7:30 P.M.
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Sports Parade

Pilots To Hold
Tryout Camp

two on the field and eight in
the front office. Charlie always
does things in a big way. He
NEW YORK UPI- Charlie Fin- once signed Frank Lane to an
eight -year contract.
ley is a piker.
Finley knows Rigney always
Imagine him offering only a
million bucks for Johnny Bench! has been close to the Giants.
The Cincinnati Reds promise Wouldn't that look nice for his
if
to go him one better and give San Francisco competitor
two million for Reggie Jackson. Charlie could say to him, look
The whole thing is ridiculous who I have under a new 10-year
and nobody knows it any better contract?
than Charlie Finley who,as usual, Bill Rigney isn't the kind to
got a little carried away again do a thing like that to his friends
when he saw Bench put a couple in San Francisco. He turned Finof baseballs into orbit during ley's offer down, but a fellow
Pct. 6.11.
Wednesciay's All-Star contest in like Rig doesn't have to worry. Chiageo
.E6
4 —
eh
New York
He'll
managing
be
back
in
the
.
10
Washington.
St. Loon
Ae5
12
gl
a
14
Pittsburgh
majors
again
next season-if he Philadelphia
Finley, who never does any1
2
40 56 417 19/
32 66 .327 SW
Montreal
thing quietly when a flourish will chooses
W. L. Pcf.
Frank Howard has turned into
do, wrote out a check to theReds
i47
for a million dollars, handed it Reggie Jackson's biggest boost44
15t
to Pat Harmon of the Cincinnati er. The huge Washington slugger
49 49 .500
34 MS .340 23
Post la Times Star, and told him is only a few home runs back
to go see if he could swing the of the Oakland belter but he
AMERICAN LEAGUE
thinks Jackson has a much better
deal.
EAST
shot
at
Roger
all-time
Mans'
Finley knew the Reds would
never go for it anymore than he record.
.357 1755
would or could if somebody came "He's got a whale of a chance,"
.4
375
°3 3
20/
1
2
Howard
says. "He's played little
g S2
59 .3941 21
along and offered him Fort Knox
W t Pct 0.1.
plus Aristotle Onassis for that more than 90 games and I've
99 30 .6011 -incaso
nesoki
:
54 39 S111 3
young lefthanded hitter who plays played more then 100 already.
1
2
41 5S .427 17/
right field from him. If Finley That's important. And I've had °°S.
41 57 4111 111,)
Kont'ks
t°1and
i City
my
two
or
three
streaks
little
even considers making a cash
191
/
2
California
.4)1
-379 31
4
31
deal now for Jackson, he'd better already while maybe he still hasbe ready to leave Oakland with n't had his real good one yet."
Somebody wanted to know from
him.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
nt themes:
By pulling that grandstand ges- Ernie Banks what he did whentimers 4. Chicago 2.
trolt 3, Kansas City 0.
ture for Bench with his check, ever he became upset or how
Minnesota at [lenient
Boston at Secrthe.
Finley earns Cincinnati's ever- he worked off anger. Banks had
New York at California.
Washington et Oakland.
lasting thanks for making it a to think a moment.
NATIONAL LEAGUE "What
I
usually
do,"
said
the
Los Angeles 4, Chlano 2 (day)
little tougher for it to deal with
Montreal I. Atlanta 7, niont
Cubs'
Mr.
Sunshine
with
a
strai,OM
its 21-year-old catching prodigy
New York 4, Cincinnati 3,'
Ptillodelonla 7, HOUlt011 3, night
who well could be the first ball- ght face, "is go outand buy mySon Diego 3. Pittsburgh 1...niabt
St LOU'S 2. San Francisco 1 (13 Innplayer ever to shoot, for a$200,- self a new tie." ...
(ngs). nigh:
000 salary anyway.
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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Finley Helps Himself

Rozelle Declines
AMER'CAN LEAGUE
Washington (9,64 l•nbock 2-5) of Oakland
(Odern, 14-3). 3:30 Dm.
New York (Stothernyre 14-7) at Co(ner.
filo (mcoletion 3-9), 10 pm.
Cotton (Siebert A-1) at Seatt). (Talbot
5-3), 10 P.m Minnesota (Kaat 104) at Cleveland (Ellsworth 5.5) 12730 p.m.
'
CIIICOgo (Haien 6-111 at Baltimore
(Phonsus 9.31,1 p.m.
Kentas City (Soler 5-5) of patro)! (Wi)son 1-71, 1:15 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cincinnati IC loninoer 7.12) at New York
(Seaver 14-5), 115 o m.
Son Diego (Kelley 4-5) at Pit/sin:rah
(Welker 1.1), 1:15 p.m
Lee Angeles. (Singer 13-71 at Cnicatio
(Selma 104), 1:15 p.m.
Montreal
filtebertsari 2-1) at Atlanta (Jarvis 6-71,7: p.m.
Plilledel la (Jackson 9-10) at Houston
(Griffin 5 1. 7.30 pm.
Sari Francisco (McCormick 4-5) at St.
Louis (Carlton 12-5), 1:15 p.m.

Pete Rozelle, the football commissioner, received an inyitation to Wednesday's All-Star baseball game from Bowie Kuhn. Pete
said he would like to have made
it but couldn't.
Too bad. William D. Eckert
was there .
Luke Applirig, the Hall of Famer who used to foul off baseballs by the hour, doesn't believe
in trying to impress anybody.
Introduced along with other
Hall of Famers at one of this
week's Washington
functions,
Luke laughed and said:
CHAMP SIGNS
"It just goes to show what a
few foul balls will do for you."
I don't get Jackie Robinson's
NEW YORK UPI -1968 Olympic
reasoning at all.
He says he refuses to show heavyweight champ George ForeUp at Old-Timers Day ceremoni- man signed with veteran Chuck
es, claiming this is his personal Wepner Thursday for an eightform of protest against baseball round main event in Madison
because he feels it doesn't offer Square Garden Aug. 18. Foreman
lack players equal opportunity— has had three knockout victories
to
manage or serve in the front since turning pro a month ago.
There will be a district Slow
Pitch Softball Tournament (using office when their active clays
a 12" ball) at the North Drivere.done.
His argument may have some
Park in Hopkinsville, beginning
NEW DIRECTOR
"
"""clity but he losesme with
July 28. Winners of the tourna-e
,
nis
logic"
about
why
he
never
meet will advance to the regional
tournament, starting August 8th comes to those Old Timers'cereDURHAM, N. C. UPI - Former
monies.
in Mayfield.
Duke University basketball CoaThe
players
always
are
honorThe entrance fee for teams
ch Vic Bubas, who resigned last
already affiliated with the Ken- ed at them, never the owners.
spring after 10 successful seastucky Amateur Softball Associaons, was named the university's
tion will be $5.00. If the team
director of public relations Thurhas not already affiliated with
sday. Bubas will be responsible
Weekend
Sports
TV
the A. S. A., the fee will be
Saturday
for community relations at the
$15.00. A small admission fee 1 p.m. - Major League ilgiebalt,
school,
of 50c for adults and 25e for Los Angeles at Chicago (4).._
3 p.m. — Roller Derby (11).
children will be charged.
4 p.m. — American Golf Classic (5).
All letters of interest and 4 p.m. — Will. World of Sports (8).
Sunday
fees must be in by July 24.
1:15 p.m. — Braves baseball, AtlanChecks should be made payable
ta at Montreal (4)
to the District Softball Tourna- 2 p.m. — AAU Track Meet (5).
After his New York Jets won
p.m. — NFL Action (5).
ment. For further information 33:30 p.m.
— American Golf Classic, the professional football title
final round (5).
call 886-8116 or write to the
in January, Coach Weeb Ewbank
Hopkinsville Recreation Dept., 5:30 p.m. — Wednesday
Braves baseball, Atlan- received $1,000 or more for
Box 520 Hoplcinsville, Kentucky. ( 4 ) .
banquet speeches.
Big gesturas are nothing new
for Charlie 0, though. He makes
'em all the time.
Finley does have those streaks
of supreme generosity now and
then but every time you examine
his motive you discover a curious thing. It's always for the
personal betterment of Charles
0. Finley.
Like his offer sometime ago
of a 10-year contract to Bill
Rigney. That's right 10 vears-

Slow Pitch
Softball
Tourney Set

MARTIN—Approximately 140 young basketball players from
Tennessee and numerous other states are expected to attend Easy
Ed Macauley's Basketball Camp at The University of Tennessee at
Martin, July 27-August 2.
The camp is open both to junior high and high school players
who wish to learn more about the fundamentals of shooting,
rebounding, defense and various other individual skills so vitally
necessary in the game today.
Featured guest coaches at the camp include two stand-out
professional players and one of the most enthusiastic coaches in
the pro-ranks today.
Earl Monroe, one of the beet known backcourt men in the
NBA will instruct campers in shooting, one-on-one and team play.
Monroe has led his Baltimore Bullets into the thick of the Eastern
Division race in the NBA and is currently among the top five
'scorers in the league. Last year he finished the season fourth In
scoring and led his team in assists.
Babe McCarthy, head coach of the New Orleans Bucaneers,
will instruct campers in defense. Formerly head coach at
Mississippi State, McCarthy led the Bucaneers to the finals of the
ABA playoffs before bowing to Pittsburgh four games to three.
Tom Boerwinkle, former MI-SEC at The University of
Tennessee, will teach and demonstrate the skills of rebounding.
The rebounding star of the Chicago Bulls of the NBA has
developed into one of the finest players in the history of U-T and
Is currently holding his own in the pro ranks.
The young athlets will be housed in the air-conditioned
dormitories at UTM and vriilliave access to the University Center
cafeteria.
Ed Macauley, a former basketball player and coach, has
conducted similar camps in St. Louis and Memphis. Floyd
Burdette, head basketball coach at UTM, will direct the camp.

A.C.RON, Ohio,
— Jack Nicklaus, his
awesotne game once again m harness, blasted out his second
66 Friday aid stormed into the 36-hole lead in the $125,000
American Go If Classic.
Bobby IVitchell, who shared the first-round lead, broke the
course recori or 36 holes, shooting a two-under-par 68 in the
morning rousd for a 133, seven under par on the gigantic
7,180-yard, pa410 south course at the Firestone Cotint.fy'Club.
The mark stood for only a
few hours before falling again
in the face of Nicklaus' assault. He finished at 132.

most feared competitors on the
tour. and Ray Floyd trailed
Mitchell at 135. Beard, the No.
3 money winner this year, had
a 67 and Floyd a 68.
Gene Littler was alone at 137

Nicklaus, who started the
sunny day four under par,
rapped in a birdie on the first after a second-round 69 while
hole, caught Mitchell with an host pro Bobby Nichols and
eagle on the 500-yard, par-five Masters ch a m pion George
Archer were at 138 each after
second and went in front with both shot 70s.
.
another bird on the fifth.
Terry Wilcox, who shared
Frank Beard, one of the the first -found lead with

Classic Leaders
61
66-66-132 Chi Cl,) Rodriguez
71-71-142
Hale Erwin
-74163
Howell Fraser
65-73-142
67-64-175 Tommy Bolt
70.72-142
72-71-143
6467-135 Bert Yancey
,....
.... . ...75-611--143
61-69-137 Arnold Palmer ..
47-70-137 Jerry McGee
71.72-143
.. .
72-71-143
.. ...... 6/6-70-131 Dean Ref ram
./(1,--136 Jim Wlechers
. .... ..
70-143
........ -71—TiS
i-611—TIC Pea Undeson . .
fra
lilltitr*r
45.74-139 Fronk Boynton
71-72-143
Terry Wilcox
72-71-143
.....
.
nton
Sta
Bob
if'6 i31 Dick Rhyratin
75-611-143
lee
John
69-70-139 Lee Trevino
71-72-143
teu Graham
69.70-179 Bob Lunn
71.72-143
....,
Gay Brewer
70-140 Dave Stockton
73-71-14e
71.73-144
*ets ?crgSeend
172-149 Mason Rudolph
6476-144
70-70-140 Charin Coady
Jim Colbert
7149-140 Marty F leck man
Ken Venturi
73-71-144
i-72-144
Homer.) Stances
Von 141s
Ektielberger
70-70-140 Everett Vizent
74-Ki-144
Dave
Paul Harney
611-72--140 _Johnny Pot)
71-73-144
70-70-140 act Show
72.72-144
pz1( McGowan
70.70-140 Joy Hebert
on Massengale
70-74-144
69-71-140 Dan Hill
January
69-75-144
7341-141 Billy Maxwell
John Miller
73-71-144
70-71-141 Grier Jones
Dave Morr
72-72-144
69-72-141. Ron Cerrudo
licbby Cole
75-70-145
70-71-161
eirser
hAlrral4te
Dole Dovgles
72-73-145
41-71-141 Mae McLendon
73-72-145
6473-111 Lorry Ziegler
Tom Wel skopf
71-74-145
71.70-141 Allan Henning
Julius Soros
73-72-145
67-74-141 Art Wall
Tom Nleporte
7570-145
69-72-141 MIller Barber
Phil Reapers
71-74-145
71-70-141 013111 Campbell
_ lab Murphy
73-72-145
64-72-141 Durllov Wysong
Menhir K OW
75-70-145
6744-141
Steve Rei(1
Butch 'Baird
72-73-145
70-71-141 Pete Brawn
on Sikes
70-75-145
69-73-142 Rod Funseth
(wn
en Dickinson
74-11-145
rvIlle Moody
71.71—
Bunkv Aenry
70-75--145
73-69-142
bill
Jacobs
Perry
°MTV
75-70-149
70-13-142 Steve Cloperman
Ken Still
71-74-145
70-72-142 Bob Stone
Sorry Toscano
76-69-145
Jock Nicklaus
Bobby Mitchell
Roy Floyd
Frank Beard
Gene Littler
tztbyGreene
Nichols

The Seattle Pilots will hold a
baseball tryout camp at Jackson,
Tenn., on Saturday, August 2,
Cleveland's camp at Hiram Oh1969. The camp will be held at
By MARTIN LADER
time
'
io, and said he had used the
College Field and will be under
UPI Sports Writer
to move his business to a new
the direction of Midwest Scouting
location. Barnes is subject to a.
Supervisor, Bill Clark. Bill will
Somewhere in this land of ours,
$300 fine.
be assisted by Scouts Jack Acuff
there may very well be a hospital
The Browns dropped three
and Jack Lavender.
that can put together the best
rookies, running back Tommy
Players must report ready to
football team in the country. BOutwell of Southern Mississippi
go at 9 a.m. and be prepared to
Injuries have claimed an in- kicker Bill McWilliams of Bowwork out until 3 p.m. There will
be no lunch break. In case of ordinate number of victims this doin and linebacker Jiggy Smaha
early in a training season, and
rain on Aug. 2, the camp will be
of Georgia.
old wounds were responsible
held at 1 p.m., Sunday, August
The St. Louis Cardinals ac3. In case of rain on both dates, Wednesday for the departure of quired defensive cornerback Curthe camp will be rescheduled. three more big names.
tiss Gentry from the Chicago
Ernie Ladd, one of the great Bears
Players must be 16 years of
for receiver Bobby Lee age. High school and college defensive tackles in American and an undisclosed draft choice...
play9rs whose classes have been Football League history, will flanker Claudis James, returned
miss the entire 1969 season with
dismissed for the summer may
Kansas City because of an injured from ies Angeles. to Green Bay
participate without endangering
left knee, and tackle Charlie after a trade, was scheduled to
their eligibility. High school players whose classes have not Bradshaw of the Detroit Lions undergo surgery today for reand cornerback Leroy Mitchell moval of a cartilage ...veteran
been dismissed for the summer
of the Houston Oilers have retir- guard Mark Nordquist and tight
must have written permission
from the principal of the high ed from football because of injur- end Fred Hill signed with the
ies.
Philadelphia Eagles.
school they attend.
The New York Giants releasOiler Coach Wally Lemm said
American Legion players may he planned to replace Mitchell ed rookies Alonzo Bullie, Sam.
participate if such participation with Zeke Moore, a three-year Shivers and Lou Galiardi
does not interfere with any Leg- veteran from Lincoln University. center John Schmitt and reserve:
ion activity. Conflicting partici- Guard Soiany. Bishop also left fullback Billy Joe came to termsi
pation will be permitted only with the Oilers to enter business and with the New York Jets...the San;
a letter of approval from either rookie tight end Joe Pryor of Francisco Forty Niners signedi
the coach or commander of the Boston College walked out of lineman Earl Edwards, whoplay—t,
ed for Edmonton the last two:
Legion post the player represen- camp without giving reason.
Veteran cornerback Erich Ba- years.
4.
ts.
rnes reported three dayslite
to
Players are expected to furnish their own shoes, uniforms,
gloves, etc., with the Pilots furnishing all other equipment.,Players are responsible for their
own travel and living expenses,
It any, with the understanding
such expenses will be reimbursed to those players signing
Seattle contracts.

that

Mitchell,, went from a 65 to 74
for a 139.
Open champion Orville
Moody carded a second 71, Julius Boros had a 70 for a 141,
and Arnold Palmer rallied
with a 68 for a 143. Dave Hill,
winner of three of his last four
Starts, fell back with a 75 for a
144.
It took a score of 146 or
better to make the cut for the
final two rounds. Among those
who failed to make it were
Australian Bruce Crampton
and former Master's champion—,
Bob Goalby.
Two Memphians failed to
make the cut. Cary Middlecoff
tacked a 37 onto a first-round
81 for a 36-hole total of 154.
Amateur Curtis Person, winner of numerous seniors titles
added a 78 to his opening 81 for
a 159.

HERO WORSHIP — San Francisco Giants slugger Willie McCovey is surrounded by autograph seekers on leaving RFK
Memorial Stadium in Washington, where he rapped out a
record-tying two

hoene runs as the 'National Leaguers
swariepeci the American Leaguers 9-3 in the Alr-Setif gante(.P
-39

REVIVAL
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
SERVICES NIGHTLY 7:30 — JULY 27-AUG. 1
Evangelist - J. P. Bright
THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED —

Golf Grand Slam
WIMBLEDON, England (UPI)
Don Budge of the United States
only one of two players to score
a grand slam in four men's
singles tournaments, won hackto-back Wimbledon titles in
1937 and 1938.
Rod Laver
of Australia is the only other
player to win the Australian,
French English and U.S. crowns.

Record Fight Crowd
YORK (UPI)
NEW
The largest crowd to ever attend a boxing match in the
United States was the turnout
of 120,757 at the first bout
between Jack Dempsey and
Gene Tunney on Sept. 23, 1926,
in Philadelphia.

• LOW RATES — Beautifully decorated rooms with

modern baths,

television, oir conditioning.

• FAMILY PLANS — No

charge for children under 14 when in
the some room with parents. If additional room is iieeded,
single rate would apply for both rooms.

• FREE PARKING

in our Convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.

•

LOUISVILLE'S RNEST FOOD in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in th•
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
- -

• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACIUTIES.

eome Vezz4 76 74e

SEELBACI I
HOME OF KENTUCKY HOSPITALITY
4IFt and Walnut
Lou,,.-11e, Kentucky

de'

AFTER 26 DAYS of susponsion, PhI.'
delphia Philliss slugger Richi• Allan works
out at Conni• Mack Stadium. He mad•

peace with +h. club on Sunday and is
expected to play as soon as h• gets into,
shapc

•••

4

-

NEW CARDINAL PLAYER-A pinch runner coining in from the Cardinal dugout? It was no
mirage, bul-Caidlrisirliers,left to right, Dal MaxY111, Mike Shlinnori asuf Joe Hoetiiesireretit
quite sure when a very decorated horse came out of the clubhouse hallway and up the dugout
steps at Busch Stadium recently. Actually the horse was there to be presented to former
Cardinal catches Mickey Owen of Springfield, Mo. Owen received the horse from citizens of
—UPI Photo
city as part of Springfield Day at the stadium.

, , Phon,
for Reler•at ,
15031 594 1141
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Miss Susan Spark
Honored At Coffe
At Douglass' Horn
The lovely home of Mrs. Earl
Douglass was the scene of
delightful coffee given in honor of Miss Susan Nunnelley
Sparks, bride-elect of John
Thomasson Nutter, Jr., on Saturday morning, July 19.
Mrs. Douglass was assisted in
the hostesses' duties by Mrs.
Gary Grogan, and Mrs. Bobbie
Grogan of Frankfort.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Harry Sparks of Murray, and
her mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
John Thomasson Nutter of Middletown.
For the prenuptial occasion
the bride chose to wear from
her trousseau a white knit
dress with orange accessories
Her corsage was of daisies.
Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
coffee table nvertuirl with a
white cloth and centered with
an arrangement of white gladioli. To further enhance the
wedding motif wedding bells
were hung above the table.
A pineapple filled with fresh
fruits added a note of interest
to the table. Sandwiches, nut
breads, punch, and coffee were
served. Mrs. Bun Swann presided at the table.
About twenty persons signed
the register.
* ••

Titsworth Home Is
Scene Of Luncheon
For Miss Oakley
Miss Mary Jo Oakley, August
24th bride-elect of Keith
duel Hinton, was complimented with a lovely luncheon at
the home of Mrs. A. H. Titsworth, 1316 Olive Boulevard,
on Saturday, July 19, at twelve
noon.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Titsworth, Mrs. Helen Bennett, Mrs.
J. D. Rayburn, Mrs. Marvin
Wrather, and Mrs. John Bennett of Lexington.
The honoree was dressed for
the occasion in a lovely beige
and black raw silk linen frock
with black accessories. Her hostesses' gift corsage was of Talisman roses.
Mrs. H. L. Oakley, mother of
the honoree, wore a corsage of
lemon colored roses, gift of the
hostesses.
The dining room table was
covered with a white embroidered linen cloth and centered
with a gorgeous arrangemert
of roses, lilies, snapdragons,
and daisies in a large silver
Revere bowl.
Card tables in the living
room were overlaid with white
cloths and centered with smaller arrangements of the same
flowers in silver Revere bowls.
A delicious two course luncheon was served. Place cards
In the bride-elect's colors were
marked for Mrs. George Oakley, Mrs. M. C. Ellis, Mrs. W.
C. Elkins, Mrs. Marc Kelley of
Owensboro, Mrs. John Fortin,
Mrs. Charles Sexton, Mrs. Steve
West of Lexington, Mrs. E
West, Jr., Mrs. E. B. Howton
Miss Laura Jo Neese of Paris,
Tenn., Miss Patricia Doran,
Miss Ruth Titsworth, the honoree, her mother, and the hostesses.
•••

Dinner Party Held
Humphrey Home
For Bridal Couple
Miss Susan Nunnelley Sparks
and John Thomasson Nutter,
Sr., whose marriage will be an
event of Saturday, August 9,
were the honored guests at a
dinner party held at the lovely
home of Mr and Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey on the Hazel Road
on Saturday, July 19, at sixthirty o'clock in the evening.
The hosts and hostesses for
the occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
Humphrey, Miss Ann Griffin,
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn Doran
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sturm
A delicious supper was served to the guests by the hosts
and hostesses. The young people ate on the back patio with
the tables being overlaid with
- red cloths and centered with
candles.
Those present for the event
were Mr. and Mrs. John Thomasson Nutter, Sr., of Middletown, Mrs. Phillip Sparks of
Ranchn Cordova, Calif., Mr. and
Mrs. .todney Scott, Miss Jane
Ewalt of Bowling Green, Miss
Patricia Doran, James Weatherly, Miss Marty Wall of Nashville, Tenn., Nick Terhune, Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Jones, Jr,
of Lexington, Mr, and Mrs.
Frank John Kolb III of Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Gary Grogan, Darrell Crunch, Dr. and
Mrs. Harry Sparks, the honor-,ed couple, and the hosts and
hostesses.
• •.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Occasionally this world is blessed with
people who possess a special quality of quietness and
serenity which touches the lives of those they know.
My sister, Betty Durden Jones, was such a person. At the
age of 40 she faced death as patiently and peacefully as she
faced life, having in her heart the peace of God which passes
understanding.
In thumbing thru her Bible, after her death, I catne
across a clipping of your column, printed in 1962 in the
Marietta [Ga] Journal. In it was a poem by Orin L. Crain
which you thought so beautiful you reprinted.
I am not in possession of her personal effects since I am
merely her sister, but would appreciate so very much your
Gratefully,
reprinting it so that I may have a copy.
MRS. HUGH HOLLEMAN
DEAR MRS. HOLLEMAN:
comply with your request:

It

is with much pleasure I

"Slow me down, Lord!
Ease the pounding of my heart
By the quieting of my mind.
Steady my hurried pace
With a vision of the eternal reach of time.
Give me,
Amidst the confusion of my day,
The calrriness of the everlasting - hills.
Break the tensions of my nerves
With the soothing music of the singing streams
That live in my memory.
Help me to know
The magical restoring power of sleep.
Teach me the art
Of taking minute vacations of slowing down
to look at a flower;
to chat with an old friend or make a new one;
to pat a stray dog;
to watch a spider build a web;
to smile at a child;
or to read a few lines from a good book.
Remind me each day
That the race is not always to the swift;
That there is more to life than increasing its speed.
Let me look upward
Into the branches of the towering oak
And know that it grew great and strong
Because it grew slowly and well.
Slow me down, Lord,

And inspire me to send my roots deep
Into the soil of life's enduring values
That I may grow toward the stars
Of my greater destiny."
DEAR ABBY: A very good friend of mine has a habit of
calling me on the telephone to "talk." I like her as a person,
but I don't especially care to hang on the phone and waste
anywhere from half an hour to an hour every day gabbing
about nothing. Sometimes she calls two and three times a
day!
Is there some nice way I can get off the phone without
hurting her feelings? I hate to say that I have something on
the stove.
Also, don't suggest that I tell her that someone is at my
door. I've tried that, and she said, "Call me back."
NEEDS HELP
,
DEAR NEEDS: If she is a "very good friend," you
should be able to level with her. Say, "Look. Cookie, I have a
lot to do, and must get going. If I have time, I'll call you
later, but don't call me.'Bye."
CONFIDENTIAL TO "COLLECTOR OF PROVERBS:"
For every proverb preaching one philosophy you will find
another which preaches the contrary. Example: "The
squeaking wheel gets the grease." And "the quacking duck
gets shot."
What's yours? For a paragons'
reply write to Abby, Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal. IMO, and
aselase a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Everybody has a problem.

Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby, Sax WM, Las
Angeles, Cal. 900611, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
Ilar All Occasions."

SOCLU. CALENDAR
Saturday, July 26
The Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club will meet at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William Moffett at 6:30 p.m.
•••
The Ivy Cemetery annual
meeting will be held at tea
a.m.
•• •
Hicks Cemetery annual meeting will be held in the morning. E. D. Winchester, Rudy
Bury, and Clifford Farris are
the committee.

Mr. and Mrs. George M. James
(Brisendine Photo)
Miss Sheila Mae Erwin be- sewn seed pearls and lace mecame the bride of George M. dalions were scattered on the
James on Sunday, June 8, at sleeves. Fastened to the back
three o'clock in the afternoon at the waist was a full fan-shapin a double ring ceremony at ed train.
the South Pleasant Grove Unit- The mother of the bride,
ed Methodist Church.
Mrs. Edwin, designId and fashThe bride is the daughter of ioned the dress.
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Er- Her silk illusion veil w a s
win of Hazel and the groom is floor length flowing to the end
the son of Mrs. William M. of the train and outlined with
James and the late Mr. James galoon lace. The face and chaRev. Hoyt W. Owen of Pa- pel length veil both fell from
ducah , performed the double a cluster of lace roses with iriring ceremony with Rev. Tom- descent sequins and pearls.
my Jackson assisting him.
The bride's bouquet was of
The vows were exchanged bewhite rosebuds, baby's breath
fore an altar centered with a
with a purple throated orchid
basket of white mums and glain the center which fell with
dioli, flanked by two seven
pearl streamers from a small
Fern
branched
candelabra.
white Bible.
trees were placed at either
Mrs. Eddie Workman, of Murside of the candelabra.
ray, served her sister as matOrgan music was presented
ron of honor. The bridesmaids
by Mrs. Otto Erwin. Included
were Miss Joanne Erwin, sisin her selections was "Jesu, ter of the bride, Miss Cathy
Joy of Man's Desiring" by Johnston, Miss Jane ShoemakBach. Other selections were
er, and Miss Peggy Forres. Miss
from Shumann, Litz, and Chop- Kimberly Erwin, niece of the
in. Miss Jan Cooper, soloist bride, served as flower girl.
and cousin of the bride, sang
Th matron of honor wore a
"One Hand, One Heart", "I'll
floor length gown of- yellow
Walk Beside You", and "The
voile. Featured at the fitted
Lord's Prayer".
waist was a trim of yellow and
Bride's Dress
green flowers and a bow with
The bride was escorted to
floor length streamers in the
the altar by her father, and back. She carried a bouquet of
given in marriage by her parbaby yellow crysanthemums enents. She wore a full length
circled in lace with yellow satgown of white silk organza over
-in streamers. Her headpiece
white satin. The dress featured
was a yellow organdy bow with
a scooped neckline accented
streamers.
with lace and pearl medallions.
The bridesmaids dresses wera
Galoon lace hand-sewn with
seed pearls emphasized the fitt- identical in style to the matron
ed waist. The bracelet length of honor but each was a differsleeves were of white organza ent color including pink, orwith wide satin cuffs. Hand chid, blue, and mint green
The flower girl wore yellow

identical to the matron of honor. She carried a white satin
basket filled with rose petals.
Jerry M. Jones, cousin of the
groom served as best man.
Groomsmen were Jack James,
Ronald James, brothers of the
Jim Bockelman, and Richard Latimer, uncle of t h e
groom.
Master Phillip Jones, cousin
of the groom, was ring bearer.
James Dale Erwin, brother
bride, and Danny Key,
cousin of the bride, served as
s.
thre
o
ufshe
Mrs. Erwin chose to wear for
her daughter's wedding an aqua
silk shantung dress accented at
the neck with decorative design.
She wore matching accessories
and a corsage of white carnations.
Mrs. James, mother of the
groom, wore a yellow linen
dress with matching accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Miss Carol James, sister of
the groom, presided at the register. The round table was
overlaid with an antique satin
cloth and centered with an arrangement of roses.
Out of town guests were Rev.
and Mrs. Hoyt W. Owen of Paducah, Pat Byers of Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Burkeen
and children, Karen, Marilyn,
and Rhonda, of Grand Rivers,
Dennis Norvell of Grand Rivers, Mrs. Max Brown, and
daughter, Denise Brown, a f
Memphis, Tenn., Anthony Carnal of Sebree, Mrs. William M.
James, Carol, Ronald, Jack, and
David James of Birmingham,
Ala., Lowell Danny Key o f
Manhattan, Kansas, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Ottis Key of Paducah. Mrs.
Mary Jo French of Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
Reception
Immediately following the
wedding, a reception was held
in the fellowship hall of the
church.
The punch and a three-tiered
wedding cake was served from
a table laid with a white cloth
covered with net. Along the
border of the table were ivy
greenery and a cluster of white
lilies and streamers of ribbon
were placed at each corner.
The centerpiece was an arrangement of white lilies and
greenery.
Presiding at the table were
Mrs. Max Parks, sister of the
bride, and Mrs. Van McGinnis,
cousin of the •bride.
Miss Jennifer Erwin, cousin
of the bride, kept the guest register.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mrs. William M. James entertained with the rehearsal
dinner on Saturday, June 7, at
seven o'clock in the evening at
Kay's Steak House in Paris.
A buffet was served to all the
guests in the banquet room
Thirty-eight guests attended.
The bridal couple presented
r attendants.. t hat
gifts
Edto
ucatth9
e,iu
••

FIRST LADY FESTIVITIES--Mrs. Pat Nixon meets foreign students during her Hawaii stopover on her round-the-world
trip with President Nixon. This is the East-West Center
near the University of Hawaii at Honolulu.

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Mot

III
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• • •

Mt. Carmel United Method-

Texas Suds
ist Church will have its annual
.‘USTIN. TeX.(UPI) - Texas homecoming with preaching at
is The,fastestplawing *err.
. .
A basest Vines *Ili be
• during state. says the I::S..B re w- served and tinging will be in
ers kssociation in its llrewer• the afternoon.
Se.
Almanac. The publication said
Texas beer production haS A/110:4
Open house ,will be held at
tripled since 1960.
the old Callotilay County Court
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Discount Pharmacy In Bel Air
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RO V ANIEM1,F'inland(UP1)Finland exported 12.1 million
pounds of reindeer meat in 1968.
Ninety percent of it went to
Sweden.
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CHARCOAL LIGHTER
1 Quart - Fast Start
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COUPON GOOD SUNDAY, JULY 27, 1969
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1969 MID-AMERICAN BAP,LROOM CHAMPIONS: Displaying their trophies are Marguerite
Dryden, of Paducah; Dr. Jack Giannini, of
Princeton, and Judy Parker, of Murray. They

were members of the team of 27 who won
their third consecutive title with a team victory
in the 1969 Mid-American Ballroom Competition
Finals June 7-8 at St. Louis, Missouri'.
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Monday,

Sgt. and Mrs. Michael Rose
are the parents of a daughter,
.Kimberly Michelle, weighing
six pounds, born on Thursday,
July 24, at 1:30 p.m. at the
General Hospital, APO 09696.
Germany.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Euel Rose and Mr. and
Mrs John Shekell. all of Murray.
•••4
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Clanon Gamble of
Benton, Mrs. Rosie Hetting
house and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Shekel] of Murray
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osa. new ' kmother Ifidergarten
pupils take their charges to the
school playground for little visits
several times during the summer
to help the child warm up to the Ill
school. It's one way of helping
to prevent those first-day tearful
separations at the school
doorstep.

July 211
The quarterly meeting of the
Blood River Woman's Mission.
ary Union will be held at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at ten a.m.
• ••
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Kenny Outland whose trailer
and contents were destroyed by
fire will be held at the City
Park at 7:30 p.m. For informs
thin call 436-5378 or 436-5830
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1205 Chestnut Street
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Sunday, July 27
The Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club will have a picnic at Boswell's Landing o n
Kentucky Lake at 3:30 p.m.
Call Mrs. M. D. H.aesell,' 7535640 for information.

PAOIC 1

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Miss Sheila Mae Erwin Becomes Bride
Of George M. James In Ceremony At
The South Pleasant Grove Church

A little poem
gave her peace

26. 1989
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BE sure to'
drown all fires.

The Bluegill

• i
Somehow we managed to lose the entire summer and didn't i
accomplish one thing. No garden, no canned food and didn't
salvage any of the fruit. Looks as if it will be more dried beans
Probably the most sougnt after
and corn bread, if were lucky. Because mama is so fond of the
fish of them all is the bluegill.
cultured blackberries, we made a valiant effort to get some of
The reasons: they are relatively
them. Some one is helping us again! Four trips we've made, only
easy to catch; they may be found
to find the berries missing and the branches broken. In desperain most all streams, ponds and
tion we finally picked one quart of half ripe ones. A Sherlock
lakes; they are vicious fighters
Holmes type figuring, we've concluded the thief must be lazy,
and offer one of the tastiest of
greedy and stupid. If not they would grow their own, from vines
fish dishes.
we would gladly donate, greedy or they would allow us at least
The bluegill is different from
one picking and stupid for destroying the vines. If they are living
most other species of fish since
next year, they will surely be back for more. We have always
they spawn many times during
the warmer weather. (Most fish
Welcome to our world of tranquility, and brotherly love. It was no shared these tid-bits, even picked and delivered them. Who
spawn only in spring). And durgreat surprise that not a hound or owner came closer to us than a cares? What's a few berries in our young life.
ing these spawning periods the
country mile. Judging from past experience, that is par for the
bluegill are voracious eaters.
course, The big difference thLs year is we can't beat the bushes
One takes, another replaces, therefore it all evens out. Brother
Being so, they will hit a garden
and find you. In our case, no news is bad news.
EARL WARFORD gave mama a king size mess of roasting ears,
worm, a meal worm, a night,which the family .thoroughly enjoyed. Having decided we wouldn't
crawler, a cricket, grasshopper
see a fresh vegetable this year, the corn was a special treat.
or a fly or popping bug operated
Once upon a time we could call the smart alick's club, Martin Thank you sir! Bro Warford is a Baptist Minister. He is also the
from the end of a flyrod.
Oil, and get many tall tales. Now we're unable to get a funny most dilligent worker you'll see. Tending his own yard and flowTherefore, the bluegill is appeat our own expense. BILL ETHERTON says, BILL MOHUNDRO ers, he also manages to raise two or more gardens and helps
aling to all types of fishermen,
is fishing, so successful* he weighs 'em by dollars instead of with the freezing and canning. That type gentleman is difficult
especially family groups.
pounds. That sounds a little like the answers we are accustomed to find "in our modern age of boats, vacations and 'fun in the
Right now is a good time to
to. Math one Bill, feeling jealousy and indignation, at our remarks sun' addicts. The only quality we respect as much as willingtry a favorite farm pond, or
concerning the Indians' trophy winning hounds, refused to talk ness to do actual labor is the ability to 'tell it like it is! No
stream, or lake for bluegill.
about his own. For instance —he not only has three hounds at sham, flowers or white wash. Just the 'facts Ma'rti'. This man
In all probability some fish will
present, but is also keeping two Black and Tans for BOBBY qualifies on all counts and more. Our apologies to you sir, for
be caught. The time of day has
BOYD. No information on Bobby (except maybe he lives on Rte. 5), an original misjudgement. We're guilty of forming an opinion
very little effect on the bluegill
these hounds, or any others he may own. Perhaps Bill E. is before all the facts were in. Judging another is a sin in the first
although it would be more pleastarting a kennel of his own. With half the farm devoted to, Angus place. Are we forgiven?
This 734 pound bass was caught Friday morning (July 25) by William Hoge of Nashville, Tennes- sant for the fisherman if he
Cattle, the other half to Coon hounds, he'll need a part time job
tried a favorite spot during the
see.
Hoge was fishing Cypress Creek out of Cypress Springs Boat Dock. He caught nine other
Just to feed 'em. He could always sell one of each and make a
cooler periods of the day usually,
In
otfr
opinion
the
most
misused
overworked
word
in
and
our
bass aNeraging from 2 to 5 pounds each. Hoge was casting a "Hellbender" in shallow water..
mint, siva*,tie ever need ready cash.
of course, early morning or late
language is FRIEND. A person having one friend has wealth'
afternoon.
untold. One who knows all of your faults and really cares about
While spawning, a dozen or so
you in spite of them, who knows you better than you know yourself
bluegill will hover over a series
Mo is taking a beating, thanks to our comments on his four and will not 'turn on you' no matter what others say or do is a
of nests which they have fanned
Black & Tans. Ole friend, that is the price you pay for having friend. Instead of counting sheep last night we sifted through the
out in compartively shallow wat'top grade hounds'. Until someone proves different, that statement multitude of people known in a lifetime, searching for one person
Bufello, once native to the Between the Lakes. User fees following schools of shad into er and which contain their eggs.
stands. If the double F. had a dozen friends like these two Bills, we could call friend. One is more than we have earned but there rugged territory between the for the day-use area are 50 the bank and hitting most baits
They'll hit anything that crosses
we'd be in business. We double deal, double cross and otherwise are four that accept us for ourselves and not as others believe us Cumberland and Tennessee Riv- cents per car per visit with 50 resembling shad. Best action is
their nest area and, of course,
abuse the two of them constantly! Never have we seen a sulk, to be. Today I am most grateful for Mrs. L. C. Ross, WS. Flora ers, will once again roam a por- cents additional for use of the at daybreak. Some bass arebeing
no one knows if this is due to a
pout or mean streak in either. You wouldn't believe the punishment
taken on plastic worms in 12'to
tion of the area. This fall a herd boat launching facilities.
protective instinct or because
they take as a result of these remarks
20 feet of water and by trolling
of approximately 20 buffalo will
the fish have recently spawned
Hunting and wildlife observa- diving lures near thedeeppoints. and are eager to partake
Mae Perry, Miss Thelma Futrell and Miss Ruby Betz. Neither be introduced near the former
of a
site of Model, Tennessee, in the tion are two of the favorite re- Big hatches of willow flies last good meal. They'll chase off fish
Got a brief glimpse of Kilroy(ELROY SYKES, to you) the other of these ladies make a 'to-do' or show of being a friend, but it's
Betbluegill
produced
Land
activities
good
weekend
in
creational
Land
southern
Between
portion
of
five times their size and other
day. This _fellow never changes. He's always smiling as though there and you know nothing short of death will alter it. A visit
the Lakes. The buffalo, a living ween the Lakes, and there's a fishing along much of the Ken- aquatic inhabitants have rough
he knew a secret the rest of us are searching for. He must be with either is like (in a lesser sense) talking with God. If we
symbol of the early western fron- wide range of wildlife from beav- tucky Lake shoreline. Small going in this general area.
eating 'high on the hog', as he isn't getting skinny. Kilroy is cry, rant and rave, or just unload our troubles we receive-advice tier, will
live in a. big, 100-acre er to wild turkey for visitors popping bugs are among the best
help
and
complete
friendship.
True
friendship
is
not
something
Once a series of beds has
another good sport, good sense of humor and that eternal smile.
alongside
The Trace, o enjoy. Among the management baits. White bass fishing at night been located a fisherman may
pasture
you
can,
see,
hear,
touch,
or
talk
about.
It's
a
deep
feeling of
Son, what in the 'Cat hair' is so funny? We could all use a smile
security, faith and understanding. The touch on your shoulder, the major north-south highway rograms to increase wildlife continues to be fair to good at catch fish to his heart's connow and then!
in the area is the cooperative Eggner's Ferry Bridge, and sev- tent. They'll continue to hit, they
a word, but mostly it's the eyes that say the most. The crown in Land Between the Lakes.
farming effort. Under this pro- *ral good strings of stripes were say, until the last one has succjewels couldn't buy these things and certainly l'm most wonden
Jones Creek Day-Use Area is ram contracts are negotiated taken over the weekend in the umbed to the treacherous hook.
Try as we may, we can't come up with even one humorous fully blessed. It's never too early to say thank you and to count
one of the most scenic and popu- ith farmers outside the area Barkley Canal area by trolling That's the best time to get the
thought. Perhaps it's the hour, the toothache, the constantly your blessing. All too often it is too late.
lar recreation areas in Land Bet- o plant crops in Land Between spoon plugs and small white Bom- bluegill- when they are spawnyapping Beagles or a combination of all.
ween the Lakes. Located on Ken- Ithe Lakes that provide good wild- bers. At Lake Barkley jigging ing.
Remembering "Mrs. MATTYE MILLER " brings regrets for tucky Lake adjacent to Rushing ife food and cover. At harvest purple plastic worms in the deep
But they are relatively easy
the letters not written the past few months. Our only wordly Creek Campground, this wooded time a Specified percentage of stickups near the main channel
BOB McCUISTION raises pekingese and poodles for sale. The treasures are some old letters, several of which are from this area has all the ingredients for a the crops is left for wildlife. is _producing scattered catches to catch at other times, also,
Often they'll lie in deeper water
last time we talked with him, his kennel boasted twenty-two. Now great lady. 'Miss Mattie' was one of the finest people I've ever
family get-together or a day-o This year approximately 5,000 of good black bass. Plug casters
there are only six, and we didn't get a picture! Bob is a radio known. She was kind, understanding, gracious, gentle and very very boating, swimming, fishing, or acres of corn, soybeans, wheat, are also picking up a few bass of the lake, and can be caught
operator at City Hall. He would make a dandy policeman. With his good. We shall miss her for as long as life endures. Our deepest picnicking. There is a big, natu- lespedeza, and other grains and on Hellbenders, Bombers, and by bottom fishing with the bait
'booming voice of authority' he would have no need for black sympathy to JAMES PARKE, ROBERT 0.(Bob) and all the family. ral beach that has a protected grasses will be planted in Land other divers off the deep points already mentioned. They may
jacks (okay Billy Clubs) or the 'Big Iron on his hip'. Being long The world is a much nicer place because 'Miss Mattie' passed this swimming area. Nearby is a con- Between the Lakes by the coop- that extend into the main lake. move into the shallower water
in the late afternoon and be
past the age of being scared of anything. I at least hesitate a way!
crete boat launching ramp an erative farmers. In addition to Blue or purple plastic worms caught there by the flyrod
demoment when HE speaks. Have never met the gentleman, but he
loading dock and a central ser this program, several hundred fished very slowly along the bot- votee. But, however they
are
Is very likable and friendly via telephone. Big voice and all. It is
vice building with dressing ro acres of small strips of land tom are also producing some caught,
they'll furnish a fine
still our intention to get a picture of his dogs.
Fishing or hunting news, were fresh out of. The few fishermen ms and toilet facilities. The pic will be seeded in grain to pro- loess in the same areas. Scatt- meal when properly prepared
we've spoken to grunt disgustedly, "it's too hot, the fish aren't nic area with tables and grills vide food for quail, dove, turkey, ered catches of white and black and served piping hot.
bass have been reported from
is on a shady cliff that affords and other wildlife.
biting."
Many a boy or girl has become
JACK DODD has a pair of Pea Zowels(Pea Cocks to us) or did
below Baridey Dam by trolling
Mr. PLAS TIDWELL says he fished all day last week and a sweeping view of the mainlake.
a fisherman for having caught
deep miners near the rock riphave. It seems they wondered away from home recently. One didn't bring home any. He was
hooking 'em all day but not in Jones Creek and Rushing Creek
bluegill from a farm pond. They
rap. "Jump-fishing" action has
has been recovered, hopefully the other one, is home by now. the size he wanted to
Fishing
keep so he put them back to grow. Mr. are located almost directly acrofind these fish are not difficult
He has a 'settin ' of eggs' under a Bantam hen. In our neck of Tidwell is a maintance
been slow in both lakes, but the
ss the lake from Blood River,
man at the clinic.
to catch and the practice rounds
the woods, they are called Banties. What ever you call them,
Black bass are hitting chugg- big schools of shad should start
The Twin Lakes 'Coon Club will be sponsoring a trade thy the one of the top crappie and bass
with bluegill put them in a better
they make the best possible mothers for anything from goslings first Saturday of each month. The event
surface
fishing
type
geed
stripe
popping
reducing._
IastS all day ahd accor(1111C fishing areas on Kentucky Lake. ing _-_or
position to battle big bass in the
shallow running shad- anytime. KEIntucky Lake and Lake
to Quail. Another smart aleck, says, he intended to notify me to TED ATKINS you can trade anything from
an elephant to an ant. To enter the Jones Creek area lures and
major lakes.
'Swap and Shop' program to help Jack locate the missing towel. The
kitchen will be open all day. The charge is FREE. You can't follow the signs to Rushing Creek like baits along the gravel shore- Barkley are clear and the water
But battling big bass in major
in
the
temperatures
Friend we're in trouble!
Lake
range
Kentucky
from
86
to
of
Campground on the Kentucky- line
hardly beat a deal like that. Just don't swap my hounds!
lakes is another story.
Tennessee line midway in Land early morning. The bass ar 89 degrees.
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Special Purchase
of
SCRIPTIP
FIBER TIP PENS

the national average by nine 771, and Eastern Kentucky, 701 prove an increase of five cents applying at the information
GERMAN MEASLES
r cent —80 to 71— says a
in its present fares, which now desk in the Capitol lobby.
The U.S. Public Health Ser- range from 25 to 40 cents, destudy by the National Parole
ACTION NOW
vice has awarded Kentucky pending on the length of the
Institute.
The Kentucky Water PollutKentucky's record was attri- $185,000 for an immunization ride. Blue Motor provides set ion Control Commission took
111
buted to in-service training and program aimed at eradicating vice between suburban area: steps to speed procedure against
a low caseload for probation German measles within five and downtown Louisville.
polluters by delegating to its
The Louisville Transit Cu. chairman, Natural Resources
and parole officers, who aver- years, Governor Nunn's office
age 34 to 35 cases compared announced. The goal is to im- which operates in the city and Commissioner James S. Shropmunize all chddren between its fringes, previously had ask
with a national average of 50.
shire, the power to initiate legThis was borne out in Jeffer- their first birthday and puber- ed for a similar increase, which al proceedings between regular
ty.
son County where the average
the department has had under commission meetings.
If contracted by \ omen in study.
caseload of 60 to 65 showed
It was said this could reduce
only 70 per cent of the county's early months of pregnancy, GercOLD WATER
the time it takes to issue a
parolees successfully complet- man measles can cause multiple
commission order by t w o
birth defects such as heart disThe
ing one year of supervision.
Legislative
Research months.
Frankfort, July
NOW IN BLACJC
ease, deafness, blindness and Commissicn poured cold water
Normal driving time between Monroe, Warren, Todd, and LoResearch
Inc., mental retardation. In children on a plan announced by State
Spindletop
Louisville and Cincinnati has gan. Cumberland is expected to Lexington, recipient of state ap- it is a mild disease.
Sen, Henry Beach, D-Louisville, Driving in Rain
been cut from some 2% hours be given the disaster-area de- propriations to sustain operatAUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) — DriWHITEHALL COMEBACK
chairman of the Joint Interim
over winding U.S. 42 to 1% signation soon.
When members of the Ken- Legislative Committee on Cit- Vela who dread rainy days are
earlier years, is
during
its
ion
Federal, state and local ofhours over brand new Internow on a firm footing finan- tucky Mansions Preservation ies, to hold hearings on Ken- still back in the model-T era.
ficials planned a July 22 meetstate 71
cially, officers reported to dir- Foundation .visited Whitehall tucks Sunday closing law according to Texas highway ofdiscuss
the
ing
in
Allen
to
delighted.
are
Motorists
ricials.
near Richmond to inspect pro- throughout the state.
ectors at a recent meeting.
The final 38-mile stretch was course of federal reconstructwas describ- gress in restoration, Mrs. Louie
Driving in wet weather reThe
past
quarter
Lite did this by adopting JI
opened to traffic by Kentucky ion. The 10 counties estimated ed as the best on record fin- B. Nunn, honorary
quires extra caution, but is welchairman,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn in cere their public property losses at ancially. Board Chairman Wil- said she hoped the old Cassius rule that gives it the authority comed
by professional driven
to deny its interim committees
monies attended by hundreds of more than $5 million.
liam T. Young reported the vo- M. Clay home could be opened
PENALTY SUGGESTED
funds for meetings outside as a break in the monotony of
persons near the KY 53 interlume of research performed by as a state historical shrine by
Assistant Secretary of State
Frankfort. Of course, they could traffic-jammed highways, a rechange at LaGrange in Oldham
the organization during the first June, 1970.
Mary
Rose
Galvez,
a
Republistill
hold such meetings at their port in the Texas Highway DeCounty.
known as this-Lion of
six
months
of
this
year
totaled
Clay,
partment magazine says.
own expense.
The Governor was lavish in can, and State Treasurer Thel$774,000 compared with $890,- Whitehall, was born in 1810 and
Improvements in roads, cars
TO TOUR MANSION
praise of the smooth new four- ma Stovall, Democrat and form- 000 for all
1968.
died in 1903. He was • noted
Now that the executive mans- and tires make driving in wet
lane concrete expressway and er two-term Secretary of State,
Directors also were told abolitionist and published an anion at Frankfort has taken on weather safe for those whu folsaid it was necessary to carry both want some sort of penalty
Spindletop
had been selected ti-slavery paper, The True the elegance and charm befitt- low necessary precautions, the
the increasing load of travel or other means provided to get
for a Sept. 10-12 conference a- American. He was a cousin of ing the home of a Kentucky article said, but it urged mobetween the two metropolitan all County Clerks to report elecClay and a personal fri- governor through the renovative torists to drive as if they had
tion
results promptly to the mong 23 widely known specia- Henry
areas.
Abraham Lincoln, who
lung
of
lists
in
diseases.
The
conend
effort of the first lady, Mrs. no brakes during rainy weather.
At the same time, however, Secretary of State.
U.S. minister to Louie B. Nunn — as told and
Mrs. Stovall told the Legis- ference is slated to pinpoint appointed him
he had a special message for
research
in
black
lung
Russia.
needed
shown in a recent newspaper
"those along U.S. 42 who may lative Interim Committee on
* * *
common to
THE GOVERNOR SAYS
article — it might be well to rehave some concern for the a- Elections and Constitutional A- disease, an ailment
Nunn
Governor
told
the
miners.
coal
call that:
brupt rerouting of commerce mendments that she once had
Joey Bishop's late - night
DERBY FILMS?
American Legion in state con- Mansion visiting hours are
to send a state police car to get
and its attendant benefits."
show on ABC, which had a
that
Owensboro
the
films
of
the
1988
at
Ten-minute
vention
from
9
to 11:30 a.m. Tuesdays
He announced he will form a results from two counties.
and 1969 Kentucky Derbies that American revolution has never and Thursdays except when shaky start, has been renewed
SPARE THOSE TREES
Scenic Roads Commission of 20
for 39 weeks, carrying - it
American way functions
the
make
excellent
program
materthat
if
ended,
of state are schedul- through Oct.A10.
members "to preserve and pubRecent developments indicate
1969.
survive, we must ed. Tour
licize the many roads in our Lilly's Wood in Letcher Coun- ial for civic club meetings are of life is to
guides may be had by
both
in
battlefronts,
available
at
two
the
Department
of
on
win
state which offer an unhurried, ty — believed to be the largminds.
uncluttered glimpse of nature's e* stand of unmolested virgin Public Information, Frankfort, Vietnam and in men's
He chided "cowards who hide
timber remaining in the eastern says Commissioner W. James
grandeur."
behind anti-war placards" and
"We must not lose sight of United States — will be saved Host.
This year it was Majestic -declared only the "decent mathe fact," he declared, 'that from the logger's ax.
adults can
US. 42 may now be able to
Armed with a grant of $139,- Prince by a neck over Arts and jority of youth and
Americanism
of
Letters
and
the
fast-closing
flame
the
keep
799
serve a different, yet equally
from the federal Bureau of
and
important function as a gateway Outdoor Recreation and a loan Dike. In 1968 it was Dancer's alive" by being more vocal
willing to stand up and be
to recreation and scenic beau- of $23,279 from Nature Con- Image and Forward Pass.
Bith films feature President counted for what they feel is
ty."
servancy, Washington, D. C,
Richard
M. Nixon, in 1968 as a right.
NIXON STEPS IN
• the state moved towards closing
INCREASES SOUGHT
President Nixon notified Gov- a deal to purchase the 554-acre candidate and this year as the
Another bus company which
ernor Nunn he had declared 10 tract from the four surviving only President who ever attended a Kentucky Derby while in operates in the Louisville area
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
storm-damaged South Central sons of Lilly Cornett for $271,office.
— the Blue Motor Coach Co.—
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
Kentucky counties major disas- 558.
PRODUCTION UP
has asked the State Department
—
J. C. Gallimore
—
ter areas and authorized "an inKentucky this yeh produced of Motor Transportation to apitial allocation of $200,000 for
The state also was concerned a record number of 5,845
new
relief and recovery assistance.' with getting written assurances
In referring to his declaration. that coal interests owning min- teachers, 972 more than last
which opens the way for sub- eral rights will not disturb the year. But, said a spokesman for
stantial federal aid, the Pres'. surface. The tract was purchas- the State Department of Educa- PEANUTS
THIS IS SATURDAY..
dent said "as additional funds ed around 1916 by Lilly Cornett tion, "we still have shortages
are required . . . I will consid- who protected its trees. The in some areas and an oversuppREAL VULTURES
er a further supplemental allo- state wants to preserve the for- ly in others."
DON'T
PERCI-4 IN
The
Department's
report
cation."
est as a naturalist's museum.
TREES
ON
showed
the
University of KenThe 10 counties raked by
MOST GO STRAIGHT
5ATURDAY
tucky
graduated
960
teaching
wind and rain on June 22 are
Parolees going straight the
Allen, Butler, Simpson, Muh- first year after their release candidates, followed by More-head St-ate
lenburar Hopkins,
Webster, frofi Kentucky prisons exceed Murray. 781; University, 790;
Western Kentucky,
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HAZEL CAFE

NOW SERVING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

to 290
Red or Black
or $2.90 A Dozen
(Mix or Match)

Ledger & Times
Office Supply Storei

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz
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TV CAMEOS: Bert Parks

Bert to Sing "There She Is" Once More
By MU. HEIMER
"I AM intrigued at the prospect of—what do the kids say?
—cooling it," says Bert Parks,
which is his chief explanation
for TViewers seeing him in
early September and seldom
otherwise. "I've been under the
whip for 35 years and it's very
pleasant, indeed, to taper off a
little. Not totally. Just a little."
Early September, of course,
Is when NBC telecasts the "Miss
America _Pageant" from what
has become these years roughand-tumble Atlantic City, and,
of course, none of the pageants
would really be official without
the brisk, dark-haired Bert, In
his penguin suit, being m.c. and
singing "There She Is—Miss
America!"
Actually, almost no one in the
radio,'TV business has worked
as long, hard and steadily as
the Atlanta-born Parks. He was
an announcer down South while
still in military school, and at
18 he was in New York City
as a network radio announcer,
perhaps the youngest of all
time.
• • •
THIS WAS just before World
War II, and Bert swiftly worked
his way up doing some of the
big shows and making a name
for himself—but then the trouble began, and he started as an
The ebullient Mr. Parks has seen 14 Miss Americas,
infantry private and ultimately
like Jadith Ann* Ford here, come and go, and as he
ended as a captain, operating
says with a smile, "I've never even come in second."
In the Chtna-Burma theater and
winning the Bronze Star.
This will be the 15th year for days; the only experience for
"It was kind of a shock, com- televising "Miss America" and these girls is in school or in a
ing back to civilian life after Parks has been with program play."
that," he says. "I thought I had since the second season "and I've
Married 26 years to the forbecome, well, a small somebody never even come second."
mer
Annette Liebman, Parks
at least in radio, but I had to
It's a tough show to do, enstand in line, compete in audi- tailing his going to Atlantic is the father of twins. Jeffrey
tions and so on. I guess people City two weeks ahead of time and Joel, and a daughter, Annette Jr.•itleffrey is a second
forget quickly."
and rehearsing endlessly.
lieutenant with the U.S. Army
Even so, Parks didn't take
•
•
•
in Germany, Joel is a budding
long to start zooming again,
actor "who Teeny is good," and
ONE
SHOW
in
particular
he
and when he m.c.'d "Stop the
Annette is a photographerMusic," that show accomplished went .forget. That was in '67,
copywriter living in
a near miracle: it sent the Fred when a crewman asleep at the is trying to break London who
into
Alien program tumbling fropi switch let a microphone outlet TV's production end. - radiosang
his
fall
out-and
Bert
plug
No.
23
in
the ratings.
No. I to
• • •
• • •
legendary song to the end . .
over
a
dead
mike.
The
next
FIVE MONTHS -bf the year
HE ALSO did the Eddie Cantor and "Camel Caravan" shows, Monday he guested with Johnny Bert loafs in a house in Florida;
and segued gracefully Into TV Carsoh, who told TViewers the rest of the time he lives in
and radio simultaneously- what "You've been cheated" and had Greenwich,. Conn.
He likes his work and he
they used to call "simulcasts"- - Parks-sing the song to them.
A 0/breath diplomat, Bert especially likes the acting he's
and had his own afternoon vaThe Music Man" on
says the girls in the pageant done _-- ,
riety show.
itranctiossy, for-exampler-•but
one time 1,was doing 11, are leen prettier than
shows a week and thought it seeln to be, and he rather suave- doubtful he'll die in 'harness.
just great." Bert says, "until ly discusses their "talents." "Jack Paar and I hold the recsomeone pointed out how hard such as playing the musical saw ord tor getting Out of studios
I was uorking, all then I got or twirling a baton, by saying after our shows faster than
"All talent has trouble these anyone else," Parks says.,
a little tired suddei
-il'y.Distributed by King Features Syndicate

TOY
Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
I'M SURE I CAN GET
IT FOR YOU, MR.JASPER.
YES,SiR, 1.1-1_ CALL `/C).11
SACK.

17'5 FROM NEW YORK.
SLATS-- THE MAN WHO
BOUGHT THE OLD ROCKING
CHAIR,

WELL.?

FOR A DOLLAR PHONE
CALL AND AN INVESTMENT
OF FIVE BUCKS, I GET
BACK A GRANO. THIS
WAY WE COULD GET
FILTHY RICH IN
NO TIME AT ALL
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Lil' Abner
6
M._.1ES Gil- AWA`l FUM THIS
IMESS 0'TIN, AN'TAKE
E TO MAN SARTINI

SWEET SOMEONE!!

by Al Capp
THAT
IS
YOUR
CERTAIN
SWEET
SOMEONE!!

Gil OUT FUM
BEHIND THET
PILE O'JUNK,
AN' LEMME
LOOK AT "AY!!
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1989 FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator,
14.6 cubic feet, white, used
two months, POO. Also Frigidaire electric stove, like new,
$75.00. Phone 753-8981. 3-26-C

rice

es

tore,

Schulz

RIVER BOTfOM
WOODS DIRT

Telephone
7534776 or 753-51131
J-28-C

Black Top
Paving

contact:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
j17c

GET RID Ot

PESTS

Capp

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Legally owned and operated for 30 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.
Call Today Per FREI
Inspection
Plume 733-3014
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-186

KELLY'S PEST
CANTU!,
7S3-301-4
Legated 100 Se. 1316
4-T

TIRES

PUPPY Sale-AKC German
Shepherds, Irish Setters, Labarador Retrievers, champion sired Poodles. Whatever you want,
I can get. Kayne Kennels 7537664.
3-28-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
1962 CHEVROLET Biscayne,
two-door with luggage carrier.
Phone 436-2194.
3-26-P
1967 FORD Falcon Club wagon,
Long body, 11,000 actual miles.
Phone 753-4575.
3-26-C

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Two fiberglass belts are applied directly under the
tread area. These belts form a firm base for the
tread to run on.

1965 CHEVROLET pick-up, V8
straight shift, $1100.00. Phone
753-4847.
3-26-C

No Jobs Too
Small or I..mge
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates

Buren

SAFT-BILT

POLICE trained German Shepherd. Phone 753-8633.
3-28-C

TOY LEE BARNETT

PHONE
ESTAAENT
I GET
0. THIS
D GET
CH IN
' ALL.'

ft

USED RCA black and white
television, $50.00. Phone 7537107.
3-28-C

Yards Graded
Septic Tanks
Installed

miller

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

WATERPROOF steel tool box
for pick-up. 9' x 10' tent, like
new. Cold drink chest type cooler. Phone 753-8119 from 7:00
a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
3-2113-P

CARPETS and life too can be
beautiful if you use Blue Lus- AIsITIQUIS, gifts and old books.
tre. Rent electric shampooer Fifty per cent off during
our
$1- BIB IL
3-26-C 16th. annual sale Large assortHouse, Paris,
30-INCH WINDOW FAN. Like-meat The Pioneer
Tennessee, us thighany 79
new. Phone 489-3851. IT-NC south.
A-14C
NEED NEW ROOF-but short
of money, apply Hy-Klas ftbrat- AK,C REGISTERED Toy Poodle
ed asphalt aluminum. An amaz- puppy. Phone 753-7938 after
ing coating that seals holes, 3:00 p. m.
J-26-P
prevents moisture from getting
STORM
DOOR, like new, standthrough. Reflects 80% of sunir
rays and reduces temperature ard size, 36-inch, for left hand
J-26-C
by 15 degrees. Serves as in- door. Call 402-8683.
sulation. Do the Job for only SMALL DOGS:
Fox Terrier and
3 cents a square foot. Ask Rat Terrier, $10.00
each. Phone
about special 20 gallon drum 753-2963.
J-26-C
price at Hughes Paint Store.
August-25-C KEEP carpets beautiful despite
footsteps of a busy family. Buy
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
1965 MOBILE HOME. Three- shampooer
$1. Western Auto
bedrooms, expandable living Store,
Home of "The Wishing
room, carpeted. On private lot Well".
3-26-C
near Murray State University
campus. Write Elsie Russell, BLACK CHECKER Giants ana
Route 5, Cadiz, Ky. 42211 or American Chinchilla rabbits.
call 522-8222.
3-26-P From registered and pedigreed
stock. Highland Oaks Rabbit
DEL REY Camper. Fits 3/4-ton Farm. H. Bucy, Almo, Ky., 7533-25-C
truck. Practically new. Reason- 1861.
able. Call 435-402.
J-29-C UPRIGHT deep freeze, 18 ft.
About one year old. Good.condition. Phone 753-3914. J-26-C
14' FIBER,GLASS
runabout
with 40 HP motor and trailer.
CABINET
STYLE
21-inch
Phone 435-47925.
A-1-C screen, black and white television, good condition. See at
205 South 12th Street. 3-26-NC
NOTICE
SINGER Touch and Sew. Sews
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser. forward and
backward, makes
vice, Box 213 Murray, KY.. C. buttonholes,
all fancy stitches.
M. Sanders. Phone 3824176, All without
attachments. BatLynnville, Ky.
August-12-C &nee of $86.40 or
payments of
$8.20 a month. Phone 753-8653.
J-30-P

GOOD USED CARS
1969 OPEL Cadet station wagon. Real low mileage, rack on
top.
1969 BUICK Wildcat, 4-door
hardtop. Factory air and all
„.power. Gold with beige roof.
1968 BUICK LaSabre 4-door sedan. Air and all power. Blue
with black vinyl roof.
1968 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door
hardtop with air and all power
Dark green with black vinyl
roof.
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
4 door hardtop. Factory air and
all power. Blue with black vinyl
roof.
1967 PONTIAC Tempest custom 326 motor, 2 door hardtop
Local car, real low mileage.
1966 CHRYSLER New Port, 4
door sedan. Cream color with
black interior. Factory air and
all power, real low mileage.
1966 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88
two door hardtop. Automatic
with tinted glass and double
power.
1966 PLYMOUTH 4 door sedan.
Automatic, power, local one
owner car.
1965 OLDSMOBELE 88 four
door hardtop. Dark blue with
factory air and double power.
New tires.
1984 PONTIAC Bonneville, blue
with black vinyl roof. Factory
air and all power. Local car.
1964 FORD FairLane station wagon, V-8 automatic.
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, four
door sedan.
1961 FORD station wagon. Real
good mechanically.
1963 CHEVROLET Impala 4
door sedan. Six cylinder, automatic, local car.
1961 BUICK Special V-8, four
door sedan. Power steering, automatic transmission.
WE ALSO have a few good
hunting and fishing cars.
•
CAIN AND TAYLOR Gulf Station, Corner of 6th and Main..

Polyester Cord Runs Smooth
and Cool
Two plies of smooth running polyester cord are applied from bead to bead, forming the easy riding
characteristics of the Dean Super 78.

Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Forget about constant tread checking for treadwear.
Super 78's Safety-Stop Wear Indicators are placed
in the major tread grooves to give you convenient
warning.

Luxurious Turnpike Design
Drive the freeways or turn to the turnpikes, Dean
Super 78 can take the punishment. Rugged construction is hidden by the carefully designed beauty
touched-off with the most modern of white sidewalls.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
We will be glad to sell this tire to other dealers at
wholesale prices.

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

CAIN & TAYLOR
Corner of Sixth 8, Main

NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with
entrance hall, den, large livingroom, 2 baths, central heat and
air, carpeted, patio, nice closets and cabinets, ready for immediate possession, $25,750.00.
NICE 3-BEDROOM brick on College Farm Road, 1% baths, fatally room, and has 18' x 30'
swimming pool, air-conditionera, carport and utility and
priced at only $20,500.00.
DUPLEX at 306 N. 6th Street.
If you are interested in a nice
place to live and have some income you should take a look
at this one,. Has 2-car garage
and is priced at only $11,250.00.
TWO-BEDROOM frame house
located on Sharpe Street, this
house has gas heat, hardwood
floors, extra nice shade in yard
and is priced at 98,000.00.
WE HAVE a 29 acre farm on
paved road with extra nice 3bedroom house with 2 full
baths, large utility, large kitchen, carpet and air-conditioning. Has good cattle barn, smoke
house, garage and carport, extra good well, for $31,500.00.
163 ACRE FARM near Dexter.
Has 100 acres cleared land, 15
acre corn base, 1 acre tobacco
base, under good fence, stock
barn, grain house, two cribs,
good well, $28,500.00.
INCOME property located 2
blocks from down town, onehalf block from hospital, schoo;
and Church. This consist of
house with 2 apartments and
garage apartment with 2 apartments on lot 105' x 200'. This
gives you a good place to lit. e
and a $200.00 per month income plus lots of good garden
space. WW trade for small
house house or farm.
IN BAGWELL Manor Subdivision we have a nice 3-bedroom
brick less than two years old.
Has extra large den, kitchen
with dishwasher, range and disposal, carpet, central heat and
air, 2 ceramic tile baths, large
utility, carport. Has loan that
oan be transferred, owner is
leaving town in August.
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom trilevel house on large lot, 14
miles from Murray, has 2 baths,
garage, den, carpet, fire-place,
range, air-conditioned, intercom system, city water and paved street, $22,500.002 BEAUTIFUL wooded lots in
Meadow Green Acres Subdivi
sion, paved streets, city water.
These lots can be bought for
94,000.00 for both lots.
EXTRA NICE 3-bedroom brick
located one block from Carter
School and 3 blocks from University. Has large family room,
living room, fireplace, central
heat and air, dishwasher, range,
disposal, carport, patio. $25,500.
NICE corner lot in Panorama
Shores Subdivision. Has good
lake view, $1750.00.
THESE ARE only a few of the
many listings you will find at
ROBERTS REALTY where you
can always depend on a good
honest across the board transaction, no hidden clauses or
under the table deals. Call Hoyt
or Ray Roberts at 753-1651 or
come see us at 505 Main Street.
3-

REAL MAT! FOR SALE

Ws have this beautiful Tri-Level in Kingswood that has
just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4-bedrooms,
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Keenland at $22,000.00. Central
heat -and air, carpet, built-ins. Truly worth the money.
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms, den, all built-ins, 2 baths, all
carpet, even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
nice home for $24,750.
Large New Horne at 1503 Story Avenue, has carpet, lots
of paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
This house has been reduced to $24,000.00.
One of Murray' most modern 3-bedroom homes on Hermitage Avenue. Lot is 140 x 315. This house has everything you could want in a modern home.
Take a look at this big colonial in Kingswood with the
white fence and large lot This home is one of Murrays
finest end the price will suprise you.
New 3-bedroom B.V. In Kingswood for the family who
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
double garage, all the extras. Just $24,500.00.
Uniquo Dosign is what you will find in Canterbury when
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
family room, double garage, carpet and tile. Notice the
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
Almost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
in Canterbury Estates. Will make you a delightful home.
4-b•droorns, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
the prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
seen. Located on Johnson between 17th and 18th Street
South.
At 503 South 7th Street, we have this 4-bedroom B.V.
full basement with fire place, built-ins, carpet and tile
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
right.
Magnolia Drive in Keenland is this extra nice 4-bedroom
brick with 2 baths and carpeted. One of the best.
On Kirkwood Drive is this large 3-bedroom home with
2 baths. Many extras make this a truly deluxe home.
In Now Providonco, this levity 7 room brick home with
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
garage, 2 baths. Price reduced and a real bargain
Beautiful in Kingswood. The Mac Fitts home, 3-bedroom brick. Delightfully different.
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
brick, $22,000.
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each side, modern and priced right.
208 South 12th, 4-bedroom brick, dining room, garage,
fireplace, 2 baths. Bargain priced
712 Main Street, large 15 room frame home. Excellent
condition and good investment property.
Parke Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick home. Realy worth
the money.
Three-bodroont brick on South 11th, with income apartment. Reasonable.
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bodroom brick with garage and breezeway.
Story Avenue and Shady Lane, new 2-bedroom brick, 2
baths, central heat and air. Bargain.
Moadefsv Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3bedroom, family room. Really nice and Priced rightGatosliorough Estates, lovely new 3-bedroom brick. Beautifully decorated and fully carpeted.
1108 Fairless* Drive In Circarema, 3-bedroom stone,
garage. Fine location. Moderate price.
Largo Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
for $120.00 per month. Seperate entrance, shady lawn.
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroom from* horn. on good business
lot
Ono mile North on 641, 9 acres and 4-room garage apartment. Good for developing.
Old 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. $8,000.
Van Cleve Road, nice 2-bedroom frame with garage.
Lynn Grove home on beautiful 1% acre lot.
121 South, 3-bedroom frame - Nice.
121 South, 2-bedroom frame. Reasonable.
Nice Business lot with 50 x 100 garage building.
Fine commercial lots in different parts of town.
Several farms of various sizes.
Maple Springs Subdivision near Kenlake. Nice large lots.
22 acres adjoining Chandler Park. Suitable for developing.
641 North, near Dexter, 30 acres and beautiful brick
home. On highway.
In Alma, 3-bedroom frame en 1 'ere lot, also 2-bedroom
frame on
acre lot.
In KIrksey, 34 acres with modern 7 room brick home
and shop building.
We have lots of lake property, several cottages, lakefront and lake view lots. Watch for our special on lake
property in Friday's paper.
--11geutiful home in Canterbury, hes 3 bedroollisk
heat and air, double garage, carpet, and all the extras
you could want
Buy while under construction and you might be better
satisfied. Look at this new 3-bedroom, 2 bath, game, on
nice lot in Gateborough Estates.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate mods come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at 51$ West Main, National Hotel Building. Business Phone 753-7724. H-me
Phone: Guy Spann. 753-2587; Lluise Baker, 753-2409:
Onyx Ray, 753-8919, Gary Young, 753-8109.

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE on Magnolia withal a few blocks of
Murray State University. This
house has a large den, combination living and dining room,
all Tappan kitchen with dishwasher, three bedrooms, utlity
room, two baths, entrance hall
and patio. Extras include; beautiful cabinets in kitchen and
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
bath and carpeting throughout.
In nice neighborhood, on large
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom SANDBLASTING is now being
lot. Phone 753-1256 or see Milbrick home on large lot. All done by Murray Sport & Maburn Outland just ()Inside of
electric, central air and heat rine, 753-7400.
city limits in Jackson Acres
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
Subdivision.
.1-26-C 753-7525.
August414
CARPET LAYERS. Experienced_
CUSTOM-BUILT four-bedroom KENTUCKY LAKE Lots for carpet layers will do any job
tri-level home on nice -1ot fac- sale: (100' x 200'. $695); (85' s no matter how small or large.
ing new school site. This qual- 170', $495). Central water avail- Guarantee all work. For any
ity built home has two full able, lake access and boat ramp, details phone 753-2241. 3-28-P
ceramic baths, family room with $10 down and $10 per month.
fireplace, entrance hall, carpet- Take 121 southeast to New
ed living room bedroom level Concord, then 444 northeast
and formal dining room Beau- to Keniana Shores, follow signs. LIGHT HAULING, general retiful kitchen with -built ii ap- Phone 436-5320.
August-8-C pair and odd job work. Phone
435-4482.
pliances, garage, central heat
3-29-C
and air. Can be seen anytime BY OWNER: New four-bedroom
brick
home with attached gaby calling 753-3903.
.1-26-C
rage, two baths, central heat
THREE-BEDROOM house with and air-conditioning, built-in
two baths, den, central heat stove, dishwasher and garbage
and air. Phone 753-3043.
disposal, carpet and seamless
H-J-26-C floors throughout the house.
Phone 753-4763.
3-29-C

FOR RENT
BY DAY, week ot month, two
cottages at Pine Bluff Shores.
One on lake front Call 4392417.
3-28-C
TWO-BEDROOM frame house,
unfurnished,
electric
heat.
Available now. References required. Phone 753-8240. 3-26-P
SEVEN
ROOM
unfurnished
house. Phone 753-1770. 3-26-C

TWO BAY

SHELL
ERVICE STATION
Located in Hazel

IS Will Remodel
Phone 753-1323
Bofors 5:00 p. m.
J-26-C

A NICE shady location for a
mobile home, electric or gas.
2% miles south of Murray off
841. Also a small furnished
house for one or two people,
one-half block off University
Campus. Phone 7534646.
3-26-C
TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
furnished. No children, no pets
allowed. 408 South 8th St.,
Murray, Phone 753-3369. 3-28-P
HOUSE TRAILER, air-conditioned, electric heat. Phone 7536231.
3-31-C
AIR - CONDITIONED mobile home on shady lot. Close to
University. sir5.00 per month.
Call 753-1203 or 753-1790.
3-29-C
NEW TWO-BEDROOM duplex.
Air, range refrigerat)r and garbage dip s..1
Adults only.
Phone 753-5283.
3-29-C

HELP WANTED
WANTED: Young man to train
as restaurant manager. Must be
neat, have high school diploma
and able to furnish excellent
references. No phone calls. Apply in person only. Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
3-26-C
WANTED: Experienced dinner
cook and salad woman. Apply
in person, Bob Smorgasbord,
Highway 641, 2 miles South of
Kentucky Dana.
3-26-C
WANTED: Shampoo- girl, for
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. Must have beauticians operators license. Good salary.
Apply at Judy's Beauty Salon,
Be! Air Shopping Center.
3-26-C
WANTED: Baby sitter in my
home for seven month old baby.
Also some light housework.
Must provide own transportation. Phone 753-8173.
3-26-C
EMPLOYMENT: Executive Director for economic development organisation. Requiremens-Gradu.ation from a fouryear college or university; experience in community, business, or government programs
with emphasis on planning and
project
implementation;
a
sound grasp of the principles
of economic development and
community organization. Salary, $12,000415,000. Also EcD/101ThiC Development Planner.
Salary $10,000-$12,000. An equal
opportunity employer. Send for
application forms to Reed Conder, Purchase Area Development District, Benton, Ky.
42025.
3-26-C

PARTS MAN NEEDED
We are looking for a high
school graduate who wants
a career in parts selling and
handling with a Mid-South
equipment dealer. We offer
good pay, unequalled employee benefits including medical insurance, retirement
plan, and uniforms are furnished No previous experience necessary. We will
train you
No traveling.
Write giving complete information to
Simon & Gwynn, Inc.
P. 0. Box 11242
Memphis, Tennessee 38111
H4-24-C

I AM LOOKING

GULF STATION
Phone 753-5862

fort

More
Classified

,19.6211411D-Pickun. cans Nrarp....-•••+•-••••'Call 759-1210 or can be *en at
1710 Miller.
3-28-C

4-WHEEL drive Jeep. Murray
Sport & Marine, 753-7400.
J-28-P
•
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Ads On Page I

BUSINESS OWPORTUNITIES
GENERAL ELECTRIC laundromat: Corner _location in new
shopping center coming to Murrapr*Biseellent returftS • Oa
small
investment
Phone collect Robert. E. Humphreys, Jr., Owensboro, Kentucky 684-553.
J-29-C

latively

re-

HOUSE FOR SALE to settle
estate. 6-room, 3-bedroom brick
Radiant electric heat, air-conditioried,
hardwood
floors,
drapes, fireplace, attached garage and paved driveway, large
lot, well landscaped, good loNEW DUPLEX west of college cation on west Olive Extended.
August-8-C
by owner. Two bedrooms, !- Phone 756-2214.
room,dlizing-kitc.hert
bath sides. Also one side has
12' x 25' den, carport, utility
and 25' x 26' patio. Opportunity for rental property, live in
one side and rent the other,
753-8825.
H 1TC
REDUCED by owner: Threebedroom brick on Keeneland
Drive with lots of extras. Owner must move. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-7424 for Information.
3-31-C

More Classified Ads
On Page 8

PARTICULAR TYPE OF MAN
One who will take an interest in our business. Person
ality, sales experience or management experience nec
essary. You must be between 25 and 55 years of age
You must own a late model automobile and be willing to
eall-cm- recornmencisdand7selected•people. If you-qualify,
you will earn a minimum of $1000.00 a month I will ad
vance you further as you m3ke progress.
Call 753-5916 Ext. 142 Only Sunday I p.m. to 10 p.m.,
Monday $ a.m. to 10 a.m. or $ p.m. to 10 p.m.
int
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Session Closed To Public

5 Coeds Appeal Suspensions
To 1VISU's Board Of Regents

More Classified Ads On Page 1
POR SAL'

Mayfieldian
Killed In
Auto Wreck

- In
a session closed to the public,
the Murray State University
Board of Regents today heard
reinstatement appeals from five
of six coeds suspended earlier
for one year on charges of misconduct during disorders at a
women's dormitory May 13.
One coed, Ann Shea, 19, Millersburg, the only white student
in the suspended group, did not
appeal her suspension, which
was directed early in June by
the University's disciplinary
committee.
The five whose appeals were
heard by the board today are:

Michele Johnson, iv, Lexington; Brenda E. Jackson, 19,
Mayfield; Glenna Marshall, 19,
Jeffersontown; Deborah Hall,
20, Louisville, and Diann Trice,
20, Hopkinsville.
With exception of Miss Trice.
who was a sophomore, all were
freshmen at the University last
semester,
Four others were given nonrestrictive reprimands as a result of the disturbance, which,
according to J. Matt Sparkman,
vice-president for student affairs, involved several of the
:oeds blocking a concession area
in the dormitory, intimidating

ersays prescribed procedures
involving disciplinary hearings,
it is not our policy to release the
decisions reached to the public.
This is not a trial. It is simply
an administrative procedure
concerning adisciplinary
action."

Senate Whip

(Continued From Page Om)
the tragedy until about nine
hours after it occurred.
On Unlit Road
another student and making deKennedy said he and Miss
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 25 rogatory remarks to the dean Kopechne were driving on an
1964 PONTIAC Tempest sta- Mrs. Elsie Bryant Mason, wife
of women.
unlit road as they headed to
of
retired
conservation officer
tion wagon, adding machine,
In explaining why the hearing make the last ferry between
small office or study desk. Jerry Mason, was killed in a
was closed, Murray President Edgartown and Chappaquiddiek
(Continued From Page Ono)
J-28-C traffic accident 3 miles south of
Phone 753-8407.
about 11:15 p.m. when the car
Harry M. Sparks said:
Mayfield on KY 121 at 3:15 p.m. ers, tunnels and weapons posi"In accordance with the Urns - plunged off a narrow humpUSED TV's, table models and today. She was 62.
tions, mostly in Tay Ninh and
back bridge with no rails and
consoles. Your choice, $49.95.
Mrs. Mason was dead on aroverturned in eight feet of
Several to choose from. Leach's rival at Fuller-Morgan Hospital Phuoc Long provinces borderwater, immediately tilling with
Music and TV, Dixieland Shop- after her automobile collided ing northwest of Saigon.
U. S. artillery blasted the
water.
ping Center. Phone 7517575. with an Owen Lumber Co. truck
northern half of the DemilitaInstead of reporting the acdriven by Harold Wayne Mc- rized Zone (DMZ) Friday for (Continued From Pees Ono
cident, he said he rested "for
the first time in more than 11
an undetermined time" in nearLATE MODEL Singer slgsag Kinney.
Mrs. Mason and her husband weeks to knock out a North nation's three newest heroes by grass and finally walked
sewing machines in desk cabimade their second post-flight
net. Makes buttonholes, mends, formerly resided at 505 South Vietnamese machine gun, mili- "public" appearance. Framed the 1.2 miles back to the cot7th
Street,
but
had
recently
tary
said.
on
spokesmen
sews
embroideries,
darns,
In a window outside their van, tage. He asked Joseph Garvin,
The U. S. Command said Arbuttons and makes fancy de- moved to a new home on Kenthey took part in a thanksgiv- a cousin, and Paul F. Marksigns. Needs no attachments, tucky Lake. She was an employe my guns pounded North Vietna- ing service for their safe flight, ham, former U.S. attorney for
Massachusetts and now a law10 year guarantee. Full price of the Fuller-Morgan Hospital mese positions 200 yards north splashdown and recovery.
of the Ben Hail River separatonly $52.43 or terms of $5.50 and reportedly was en
yer
in private practice, to reAldrin paused during t h e
route to ing the two Vietnams Friday
per month. For free home trial work at the
service to remind the crew of turn to the tidal pond and help
time
accident.
of
the
after the North Vietnamese
Can Paducah collect 442-8005try to recover Miss Kopechrfh,
Besides her husband, she fired on a U. S. observation the eight American astronauts
but "their strenuous efforts,
including
the
first
Apollo
leaves two daughters, Mrs. plane.
undertaken at some risk t
and
perhaps
the
two
crew
Jimmy Colley and Mrs. Carlos
The U. S. artillery rounds,altheir own lives, also proved
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT. Eight Cosby, Jr., both of Mayfield:
Russian
cosmonauts
who
have
new sigeng sewing machines, two sisters, Mrs Carney Van so set off a fireball and second- died in accidents since t 11 e futile," he said.
30 year guarantee. These ma- Pool, Clinton, and Mrs. Hardin ary explosion indicating they space program began:
Kennedy said he told Garchines make button holes, sew Hendricks, Jacksonville, Fla.; h had hit a fuel or ammunition
Each say Silent Prayers
an and Markhan not to "adump.
on buttons, monograms, mends brother, Willard Bryant; MayIt was the first time since "We are the ones that made arm" the others at the cookand darns, bind hems, embroid- field; and four grandchildren.
May
8 and only the 12th time it," he said. "But we well re-but. They went to the ferry
eries and makes fancy creative
The body was removed to since former President Lyndon member that there are those in crossing, but when they saw
designs. These nationally adByrn Funeral Home. Arrange- B. Johnson halted bombing of our corps that did not make it, the ferry had closed down for
vertised machines will be sold
the night, Kennedy said he
ments are incomplete.
North Vietnam last Nov. 1 that and will never make it."
fraction
t
on f original value.
Fifteen seconds of silent impulsively leaped into the
. S. guns had blasted the norNow priced at only $32.22 full
thern part of the six-mile-wide prayers were then said for the channel and swam the 120
price or terms arranged. For
Apollo 1 crew - Virgil I. Gris- yards to, the Edgartown side.-DMZ.
free home trial call Paducah gA u
som, Edward H. White and Ro.
In
the
ground
war
nearer
collect 442-8805.
J-28-C ""'"
Collapses In Room
U. S. spokesnen said ger B. Chaffee - who died in
returned to his room at
He
(Continued Front Pole One;
a
flash
fire
that
swept
their
Amerioan troops intercepted a
spacecraft Jan. 27, 1967, pre- the Shiretown Inn "around 2
15 OR le PIGS. Phone 4893252. two all-day field trips and four North Vietnamese force 40
paring for the first Apollo am, and collapsed in my
J-28-C half-day field trips. Visits to miles northwest of the capital.
room," he said.
flight
at Cape Kennedy.
The U. S. troops attacked
Camp Currie and the Land Be- with the
The crewmen, framed in a Kennedy did not say what
support
of
artillery
happened to Markham and GarCARD OF THANKS
tween the Lakes National Rec- and
Air Force gunships firing window of the trailer they must
reation Area are among the 18,000
gan, nor did he attempt to exDear Friends,
in
with
a
live
doctor
and
techbullets per minute. One
plain why they did not notify
We will long remember the activities.
American was wounded in the nician until they reach a multihappy gofden anniversary you 'W.:yne K. Williams, 111WiStellt Thursday engagement.
million dollar quarantine lab- police of the accident.
His blonde wife Joan sat offhelped us celebrate last Sun- professor of education at MurSome 30 miles to the north- oratory in Houston, watched a camera in the library as Kenday, July 20.
ray State, will be the workshop
cake-cutting
ceremony
in
their
We want you to know how director. He will be assisted by east, U. S. cavalrymen found honor and thanked the Hornet nedy spoloe. Also with him
were his mother, Mrs. Rose
much it meant to us to have Ferrell Miller, field representcrew for a good job.
Kennedy, sisters Jean Smith
so many of our friends remem- ative of the Kentucky Division bodies of 14 Communist tau*
and Pat Lawford, and brotherber us on our 50th anniversary. of Soil and Water Conserva- In graves. They said they appeared to have been killed aWe thank you -sincerely for tion.
in-law Stephen Smith, a highly
Keynote speaker for the bout five days ago.
trusted aide. Joseph P. Kenyour visits, your gifts and most
Military spokesmen disclosof all for your friendship. workshop will be Boyd Chamnedy, 80, ailing former ambassador to England, was upThanks again from the bottom pion, district conservationist for ed Friday that nine Allied
•
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of our hearts.
the U. S. Soil Conservation Ser- troops including seven AmeriMrs. Becky Miller, 1505 Park stairs as his son spoke but a
Jessie and Eunice Key vice. Others who will participate cans were killed Thursday in Lane, Murray; Mrs. Nishie Sims family source said he was not
1TP include William Bell, director the loss of an Army helicopter 114 Spruce, Murray; Miss Rose- informed of the accident.
of conservation education for 35 miles west of Saigon to Coin zell Ferguson, Route 2, Hazel; After the address, Kennef.y
the Kentucky Department of munist gunfire.
and his wife - who had apA delayed report also told of William R. Brittian, Nex ConFish and Wildlife Resources,
peared in public at only Miss
Master
James
W.
Stout,
cord;
the shooting down of an Air
and John Faulk, director of the
Kopechne's funeral Tuesday
Force observation plane Wed- General Delivery, Dover, Tenn.;
Tennessee
Valley
Authority
and the Friday morning court
nesday near the old imperial Mrs. Susan C. Mills, Route 6,
(Continued From Page One) Conservation Education Center capital of Hue, wounding the Mayfield; Henry Boyd, 809 appearance - returned to their
in the Land Between the Lakes.
Coldwater Rd., Murray; Mrs. summer home on nearby Squaw
pilot.
in. at the Henry County GenerRegistration is scheduled for
Wade, 1616 Main, Mur- Island.
Ruth
The
downed
helicopter was
al Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
1 p. m., Aug. 11 in the applied
ray;
James
R. Kee, 504 Vine,
the
1,241st lost since the VietThe deceased was 40 years science building, following the
Murray; William C. Caldwcil,
nam
War
started
and
was
on
1415 West Main, Murray; Mrs.
of age and was a graduate of first meeting of the class.
a troop carrying mission when Route 3, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Sue Jane Mohundro, Route d,
Bethel College. He was presenta burst of gunfire from the Ophelia C. Swann, 403 No. 16tn, Murray; Mrs. Verlene 0. Ezell,
ly serving as pastor of the MeCanada's
French-speaking ground drat* it at a point Murray; Ossie West, Route 1,
Whilnell Ave., Murray; Mrk.
thodist Church Circuit in Clin- provmce
•
of Quebec spans three miles-from the border of Lynnville; Omer Jackson, Gil- 515
E. Starks, Route I, Aimo;
ton.
Clara
bertsville; Mrs. Lidia Parker,
;94 860 square miles almost Cambodia.
Patsy Lee Smith, Dexter;
&mime are his vdte, Mrs: '
'
Route 1, Kirksey; Budl Stroud, Mrs.
three times the area of
France.
Jenne Lou Crete Carter; one
Mrs. Bertha Beane, Route 1,
702 W. Main, Murray.
* * *
stater, Mrs. James B. H111 of
Murray;
Robert Donnie TurnTextbook Coats
Dismissals
Paris, Tenn.; two brothers, ConNorth 19th, Murray;
Wheat is Kansas' most valAUSTIN, Tex.(UPI)- Texas Elchard Dinning, 303 Pierce er, 802
nie Carter of Mayfield and J. P.Atiabk Crop.
Jessie T. Wallis, 500 South 6th,
spends an average of $6.30 per Street, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. GlenCarter al McKenzie, Tenn.
Murray; Glochous Stone, Route
student each year for textbooks. da Gallimore, Route 3, Fur- 3, Murray; Mrs. Dommie D
Most books used by the state's year, Tenn.; Mrs. fsylvia Tbo , Cleaver, Route 1, Almo; Baby
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
2.1 million public school stu- mas, 1103 Mulberry, Murray; boy Mills, Route 6, Mayfield;
dents are provided by the state Seiburn White, 510 North 5th, William H. Shipley (Cony.),
Murray; David Fitts, 706 MeaOBOOM
without charge.
OODOO
Box 84, Hazel; Mrs. Lula HutACROSS
3-Verse
MUMMA MEMO
An average of 12 books, dow Lane, Murray; Mrs. Ray chens (Cony.), 1309 West Main,
4-Singing voice
OM WOMO
1-Snake
5-Plaything
MOBS valued at approximately $30, Blalock Farris, Route 5, Mur- Murray.
6-Preposition
4-Essence
BOO are issued each year to each ray; Mrs. Ruby Miller, Route 1,
7-Inquires
Dismissals
9-Equality
WOO 120000 OM student_
8-Leases
Approximately two of Dexter; Vann Ratcliff (Con.
12-Sign of zodiac
Kenneth Goode, 1509 DudBUGGIU MOM=
9-Looked
Div.),
valescent
Route
1,
/LIthe books are newly adopted.
13-Flexible
intently
OMB 000M
ley Drive, Murray; James Abaft
MO.
14-Guido's high
10-Everyone
EMOMOOD
COMP
Route 1, Almo; Mrs. Margie
*
*
note
11-Ethiopian
OM OBBMO
Caldwell, Route 3,1 Paris, Tenn;
title
15-Comely
July
24,
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VOIR MUM 000
16-Small child
Navigators' Island is the old
17-Rests or the
William Shipley (To Cony.),
UNIOU
18-Eel fisherman
MOW OD name for the Samoan Islands. Mrs Margaret Anne Pisa Box 84, Hazel; Hulon Wyatt,
knees
20-Sell to bidders
EIBUOUU GOMM
19-Also
307 North 7th, Murray; Mrs
21-Begin
MONO MOON
20-Showy -flower
Lavoie Wyatt, 307 North 7th,
22-Command
21-Classify
24r
23-Debatable
33-Man's
45-Part of face
Murray; Mrs. Louise PaschaU,
23-Greek letter
nickname
46-Music: as
25-Go in
24-Rain and hail
1, Murray; Mrs. Martha
Route
written
36-Simpler
26-Blemish
By UNITED PRESS ENTERNATIONAL
27-Attempt
Futrell and baby girl, Route 8,
47- Hawaiian dish
38-4'tscles
of
28-Registered
28-Fabulous birds
48 Animals coat
fu endure
Murray; Mrs. Lula Hutchens
nurse (abbr
30-Girl's name
49-13e in debt
40-Misfortunes
29-Lean to
50-Damp
PORT. Mass.- Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. com- (To Cony.), 1309 West Main,
31-Paid notice
HYANNIS
42-Crony (colloq
32-Tree of birch
53-Symbol toe
32-Not this one
menting for the first time publicly on the automobile accident Murray; Miss Eleanor Hudspeth
family
44-Shod jacket
tantalum
34•Nol* of scale
South 3rd, Murray; Luther
that
claimed the life of a young woman riding in a car with him 709
35-Walk
Easley,
Route 2, Farmington;
3
7
9
3
6
4
10
11
unsteadily
last weekend:
Mrs. Cozy Goodrich, 313 North
37-Bound
frank
to
say,
by
a
jumble
overcome,
I'm
of
"I
was
emotions, 5th, Murray.
I,
'3
14
38-Number
grief, fear, doubt, exhaustion, panic, confusion and shock."
39-Barter

KING SIZE bed and maple head
board, $135.00. Also solid oak
5-piece Spanish dining room
suite, $125.00. Phone 753-6420.
J-31-P

Unit

FARM FAMILY REGISTERS-811lb W.
Martin (right) of Corinth, Miss., repair'
his family at the lath annual meetingof the
Valley Association of Test Demonstration
Farm Families at Murray. C. 0. Bletkraot
of Murray, area extension farm management
specialist who handled local arrangements,

600 Ninth

Elaborate

Lonservation

greets Martin, who is vice president of the asiodation, and his family (left to right),
Jackie, Mike, Cathy, and Mn. Martin. More
than 300 people from seven states are attending the two-day meeting at Murray State
University. Martin was elected president of
the group today.

else in the world.
He said 17 per cent of the income of the United States is
spent for food; 50 per cent in
Central Europe goes for food
and 90-95 per cent of income in
the Far East is spent on food.
To emphasize the importance
the farm worker, the speaker
of
Corbett Belt of Livingston Counfarm worker
ty (only Kentuckian); Dalton said in 1910 the
other peosix
himself
and
fed
Garner of Prentiss County,
today each farm worker
ple;
Miss.; Glenn and Billy Shelton
feeds himself and 40 other peoof Buncombe County, N.C.; Verple.
non Bryan of Coffee County,
Tenn.; Burl Ottinger of Cocke
County, Tenn.; Charles and Hugh
Robertson of Lawrence County,
Tenn.; Jimmy Fletcher of Rus(Continued From Page One)
sell County, Va.
Officers for the next year elect- top grower want-s to break exed by acclamation were Brooks isting profit barriers," accordW. Martin of Corinth,
ing to Hutson.
president; Ed Anderson of Bris-j "One of the highlights of the
lol, Va., vice president; Blaine seminar was 1.n inspection of
Kilpatrick of Haleyville, Ala., the expanded research and de.secretary; Bob Cobb of Blairs- velopment facilities which will
Ga., coiftsponding secre- be serving Super Q companies
tary; Joe Keefauver of Jones- soil and plant analytical -service
in the fertilizer industry."
boro, Tenn., treasurer.
Also attending the meeting
Dr. Charles E. Barnhart, dean
from
Hutson Chemical Comand director of the college of
Agriculture of the University of pany were Ada Sue Hutson, Dan
Kentucky, welcomed the dele- Hutson, Jr., aid Ted Hopkins.
gates.
Dr. Barnhart said farming was
one of the most honorable and
Predecessors of the modem
important professions. Our coun- deer were no larger
than house
try would not have the so-callec cats about 25
million years ago.
affluent society without the
* * *,
efforts of the farmers, he said.
Dean Barnhart also said that
Woodcocks are shorebirds, inmore and better food is produce(' habiting the woodland and
at less cost to the consumer it- swamp thickets of the eastern
the United States than anywhert United States and Canada.

Meeting At Murray
Ends With Banquet
,The
two-day meeting of the Valley
Association of Test Demonstration Farm Families was concluded Friday with the annual
banuet held in the Student
Union Ballroom at Murray State
University.
The climax of the evening
was the presentation of Superior Service Awards to Dr. Fred
R. Robertson, directbr of exLennon service at Auburn, Ala.;
Dwight W. Bennett, county extendon chairman of Henderson
County, N.C., and Ryder White,
a test demonstration farmer
from Henderson County, Tenn.
Theree awards have been given
each year since 1957 ift recognition of service to development
in the Tennessee Valley.
More than 300 people are registered from seven states, including Alabama, Georgia, Kentuck y, Tennessee, Mississippi,
North Carolina and Virginia.
Nine awards were presented
this morning for excellence in
,arm management, the first year
these awards have been given by
the association.
Receiving awards were C. C.
Satterfield of Madison County,
Ala.; Kendall and Labron
O'Donald of Catoosa County, Ga.;

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

EQUIPMENT
AND
SUPPLIES

ON SALE
July 31, 1969 at 10:00 a.m.

LIVESTOCK SALES PAVILION
College Farm Road
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We will offer for sale on the above date many items of used equipment and
supplies 1961 Ford school bus, 1958 Chevrolet pick up truck, chairs, office
desks, chest of drawers, clothes dryers, washer and dryer combination, hair
dyers, file cabinets, food servicing equipment, electric organ, electric ranges,
refrigerators, ice boxes, miscellaneous tables, kitchen cabinets, resord player,
television, metal lockers, tractor and many other items.
The equipment and supplies will tie sold on a where-is, as is basis,terms will
be cash and the material must be removed by 4.00 P.M.on August 1.
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4I-Hypothetical
force
42-Separate
43-Number
45-Catch
46-Enthusiasm
48-Pursue
51-Pedal digit •
52-Flowering
water plant
St-Female sheep
SS-Ventilate
56-Trae
57 Place

te.

SPACE CENTER. Houston - Jeff Warner, a geologist-workThe first persons to fly over
ing at the Space Center. on the delay in display to scientists of
the North Pole were Richard
rocks recovered -by Apollo 11 astronauts from the lqunar surface: F. By rd and Floyd
Bennett.
"It's very. frustrating. The first box came at noon Friday
* * *
and we won't getto'look at it until 10 a.m. tomorrow .(Saturday)."
Ares was the ancient Greek
ABOARD THE USS HORNET - Astronaut Michael Collins, god of war.
4**
on the handling of the Apo' Ho 11 splashdown'by Navy personnel:
"We knew we were in good hands once we splashed down."
Argentina has an area of
I ,072,067 square miles.
DRUMNADROCHIT,'Scotland - Dan Taylor. of Atlanta, Ga.,
•*•
fter diving in his yellow submarine in search of the Loch Nes'.'s
monster:
Cannon appeared in Fiirope
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The equipment and supplies may be inspected at the Carman Livestock
Pavilion between 8:00 A.M.and 10:00fA.M., July 31, 1969.
For information relative to the sale, contact Drane Shelley, Purchasing
Director, telephone number 762-4226 or Bill Adams, Business Services phone
number 762-4293.
Statpemployees may bid Oil items for sale.
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